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HOPKIN'SVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KEN
TUCKY FRIDAY, JUNE 17, Is9s.
ROOMED WITH HOBSON
ClassmAte Tells Abut the
Sant :go Hero.
DEEPLY RELIGIOUS.
He Did Not Show Marked Adaptability For
Naval Construciion.
SATiSFIED NE WOULD MAKE HIS _MARK.
Mr. Ernest B. Andereor: brother o
Mr. James LI. Anders( n, of this city
was a classmate and roommate at An
napolis of Richmond P. lbobsou, th
hero of Santiago.
Ware Ibrown loather.
Mr. Anderson and Mr Hobson arriv
at se Annapolis about the eame tun
and securest a boat-triter houi.e together
while preparing for the ttamination
They thus became fast friends and when
they weut to the academy they choose
each other for roounnatee, says the
Messenger. In this close and emifideps
ttal relations they remained for the
whole term. They were separated. how 
overat graduation, Mr. Anderson being
sent for coast service while Robson went
to the Mediterranean with Admiral
Bunce.
According to Mr. Anderson, Hobson
bore no particular characteristics of the
crank attributed to him by another nav•
al man. He was easily theeirst in all
his classes, not by reap:we if particular
brilliancy, bat because of his hard, per-
sistent •ork. He was a deeply religions
young man and during the entire term
Mr. Anderson never heard him utter a
word bordering on the risky. He start-
ed out his naval career by joining the
Episcopal church, and carrying his re-
ligious work throughout his every-day
1We. While this was true, he entered
with spire into all the sports of the
academy.
While Mr. Hobson was good in ma-
thematics, Mr. Anderson !says he did
not alxiw any marked adaptability for
naval construction which he afterward
took up as a life work. In fact, Mr.
Anderson said, he was deficient rin line
drawing. That apparently developed
when he was in France after his acad-
emy days were over.
There was one marked characteristic
Mr. Anderson said, which developed in
the S .ntiagteaffair. He was set in his
opinions and would not be swerved
from his purpose. Once get an idea
that he was rtght he would contend
for his principle against the whole
school. Hu power of concentration,
too, was remarkable, and Co amount of
distraction con.d disturb him while in
the prosecution of his studies.
hr. Anderson was always satisfied
that Hobson would make his mark,
and said that his heroism at Santiago
was just what might have been expected
of hint.
Unlike His Picture,
Mr. Anderson has a class picture of
Mr. Hobson. shoeing a tall, slim
smooth-shaved young man, whose
features are 11r at all like the pictures
that are printed of him in the papers.
Zerketenorets purify the blood and beanti-
-a,the complexion-Cure constipation.
35 cense.
LnitcZMY cwaYs Dtallift•noD.
In Oireuit Court Fridley two cases
- seeing Theanns Woceley, one charging
him with grand larceny and the other
with petit 'sleepy, were dismissed on
peremptory instructions.
The trial of Joseph hicRoy. charged
with seduction, was continued to the
tenth day of the September term.
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lii i-
ment cures rheumatism and neuralgia.
It Touches His Spot. At all druggists.
ZenoTION cOAIXIBBIONEBS.
County committees of lartons Partials
Szpect to Submi$ Names.
The County Committees of the various
political parties are expected to certify
to the State B lard of Election Conlmis-
stoners the names of three mettibere
whom they will submit for appointment
as Election Commissioners. Chairman
Pryor, of the board. announced : "The
board will consider the recommenda-
tions of County Committees of all parties
for places on the Connie Boards, or sug-
gestions from citizens of any county as
to the fitness of those I named for the
places. The names to be suggested will
be inclosed to 0ourtlanel Chenault, Sec-
retary of the board, in writing at any
time prior to the 10th of July next.
The Commissioners w41 at some future
day name the County Roards."
The Christian County Democratic
Committee last week submitted the fol-
lowing names: J. D. Ware, John Chil-
dress and J B. Walker.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tableau.
All druggists refund the moaay if it
fails to cure. 26c. The genuine has L.
B. Ga on each tablet.
FceMother!
TEM discom-forts anddangers of
child-birth can
be almost en-
tirely avoided.
Wine of Cardui
relieves ex-
pectant moth-
ers. It gives . •
toneto the gee-
italorgans,and
puts them in
condition to do their Work
perfectly. That makes preg-
nancy lea painful, shortens
labor and hastens recovery after
child-birth. It helps a woman
bear strong healthy children.
• ELREE3
ne of
has also brought happl to
thousands of homes barren for
years. A few doses often brings
Joy to loving hearts that long
for a darling baby. No woman
should neglect to try it for this
trouble. It cures nine cases out
of ten. All druggists sell Wine
of Cardui. Para per bottle.
..1•••••=••
Per eerie* hi gates requttleg 'special
Sreclions. address, giving sytttpotrns,
the Ladles' Advisory Depatt-rent,'
The Chattanooga Median* Co.. Chatts-
Cala, Yana.
Its. LOOM* Btu Jof ofrersen, IBM
Intim I first toot Wins of Careful
W• had been married three years, but
*ogle not ha•• any children. NIn•
Months Letaf I had a dee girl MO."
MR. JAIN W. STITES ELMO
Former Hopktusville Citizen
satdent of the Fidelity.
Made
At the regular monthly weetil of the
board of directors of the Fidelity Trust
and Sefety Vaelt OS'. hell lest
week Mr. John Stites wit clec-
ted President of the institution 
i 
to fill
the vacancy made by the death rif Me
John D. Taggart last Sunday, saes the
Louisville Commercial. Iii ItrtillOttlig
Mr. Stites from vice President pt wm
necessary to choose,some one fill that
place, and Mr. John W. Barr, Jr., even
honored by being selected.
The New Pre•i-ent.
Mr. Stites was born October U. lerileal
Hopkineville He was iustr ucteil in the
primary bratichea of !periling iby hi.
father until he went to war. Irk tha
time on Mr. Stites acquired his educe
tiou by burning the traditioual 4dulgh
oil, mitt! September. le73, w en li
cairn+ to Louisville and entered he la\
office of Bryan Bacon, as cletk nil as
sietant. In 1...s3 a partnene p wa
formed with Mr Bacon, the sty 'e of th
Urns beconang , &emu le Stit s. Mr
Stites continued with Mr. Bacilli nut)
August, leee when lie weut wtli te
eldelity Trust Co., havilig thu.j niont
previous been made vice timid 1.t an
s director, aud he has ht hi both posi
lions since. For the past year, or sine
Mr Taggart 4% as tine taken ill, Mr
Stites has had charge of the aairs o
the company and has bee!' pres dent i.
all things but title. Betfides nape beim
president of one of the largett tree
companies in the South, Mr. Stites is i
director in the Bank of Kentue y, Len
isville Grail Co. Guarantee Co. tif Amer
tea, Kentucky and Louisville Mutua
Insurance Co. vice PresileutPogytechni,
Society, trustee Louisville Legien, direc
tor Louisville City Railway ice., am.
holds numerous other tifices in locai
corporations. 1
Verdict ettrtn•-d.
--
-
In the Kentpcky Court of i Appeals
ecFriday the d ision of the 
p 
hristian
Circuit Court in the case of leach vs.
ilthe Louisville & Nashville Railroad
Company was affirmed, with 'images.
The plaintiff is Cal Veach, Irho lives
near this city. While in the employe
of the road he had his lingers eut cif as
he was making a coupling ati Earling-
ton. The lower court gave him three
thousand dollars damages.
The defendants took the cane to the
Appellate Court.
A good lot of nice family hotses cheap
at Layee's stable.
Trenton Bank.
— —
Cashier Hale. of the Penlbroke De-
posit Bank, who, with Banker Fugate,
of Adairville, recently bought a con-
trolling amount of stock in the Bank of
Trenton, was in this city olp business
Monday afternoon. We understand
that these gentleman will take control
of the bank on the first cif January
next, and that in :the meantime Mr.
Hale will build a handsome residence
preparatory to removing his family
here.-Democrat.
MEDICAL
TRE1TMENT
ON TIN
To Any Reliable! Man.
lgereolons a neltane• and one moth's risnesdlas
of rare powerbewill sent on tintwittliont any
atle•tnee payment. by lb* tomato., art pan y in the
wor.d In the treatment of turn wan broken. dis-
couraged front effect, of are...., worry, tear.
of • r,I ot.wort. ke. 
In•r•I es• 
Freu ed+ct 
oundittongom pieta rel.
toration or development 
The time of this offer t. :rutted_ No C. o.
scheme; no denture inn I no azei•gra. Andes..
ERIE NEDICAl. CO..41kNIOARA ST.,
The quality of efferings in the local
tobacco market last week was not as
coed are that of week before. Very little
stood leaf appeared on salt..
Inspectors R. port.
The inspector's report for
ollows:
teceipts for week   380 libels
teceipts ft r year 6790 h hats
abs for week 500 Iffiris
436e hhris
Jeering.; for week   899 hhds
Rejections   199 hh.ls
Prices on all grades were as firm as at
my time this season, with a few hogs-
leads selling as high as ie.:teen cents.
Lags, thoegh poor and memoir gener-
ally, were higher than at any time this
season, and what would be termed real
rood logs are scarcer in this crop than
my we have ever seen, and it Low looks
AS if the snuff people will have a hard
time to get real geed stock out of the
srop.
Much Damage.
It was reported in these columns that
75 per cent, of the new crop had been
planted, and there has been some plant-
ing since that time, but owing to much
image by the cnt-worms ana extreme
hot wetother for the past ten days, we
doubt if there is more than 60 per cent.
of a crop standing on the hill.
Bromoliue will positively cure a cold
in 24 hours. No cure, no pay. 25 cents
A VERY SEN,ATIONAL CASE.
Prominent C a 'dwell County Farmer In
Serious 1 rouble.
In the Caldwell Circuit Court last
week Robert Wilsoma farmer of consid-
erable prominence in the Eastern por-
tion of the county, was lined $850, and
sentenced to twenty-five days' hard la-
bor for trying to incite another to ad-
minister poison. The case is a peculiar
one and the circumstances are as fol-
lows: Wilson became eaamored of
Mrs. Dr. Beehears to such an extent
that he tried to secure the services of a
domestic to kill the husband of the wo-
man by poison. The trial has brought
to light a scandal in high life in the
Friendship neighborhood.
George W. Fallon.
Mr. George W. Fallon, an aged end
highly esteemed citizen of the Casky
vicinity, died Sunday at the home of
his son-in-law, Mr. Mat F. Winfree.
He had been ill for some time. Mr.
Fallon was formerly a resident of Hen-
derson county. He was a gentleman of
high character and rigid integrity, and
many will learn with deep regret of his
death. Messrs. Mat and A. A. Winfree
married oaughters of Mr. Fallon.
Funeral services were held this after-
noon at the home of Mr. Mat Winfree.
else interment was at Hopewell Ceme-
ter•r.
SHALL WE ANNEX
THE PHILIPPINES?
[STICCTAI. TO NSW ERA
Washington, June 14.- From infor-
mation just come te light it tippears
thee the Administration lots administer-
ed upon a state policy concerning the
Philippines. It is the evident interition
of this Government to annex the islands.
This policy has not been hastily decided
upon, and it was outlined before Ad-
miral Dewey began the operations
which have been brought to so satisfac-
tory a stage. It will be operative an
80011 as Hawaii is annexed. This ac-
counts in a measure for the vigor with
which the President is pushing the an-
nexation of Hawaii. The Philippine
policy will then be outlined to the pow-
ers.
Shertly before Admiral Dewey was
crderei to take the Philippi!), s, United
States Consul 0 F. Williams at Manila
was instructed by the State Department
to collate all avaiisble information, sta-
tistics, etc„ concerning the Spanish sys-
tem of taxation in the iseitiris,eheir pe-
culiar sources of revenue, etc ,.and to
forward the infotmation to Washing-
toll at once Aesisted by Viee Consul
'inland, he hurriedly compiled the di -
sired data and his report came into pore
session of the State Department three
weeks ago. As a result a revised sys-
tem of taxation is bring formed and it
is nearly completed now. A force of 12
clerks has been working upon the facts
sent by Consul Williams, and upon
their work being completed the new
system will be promulgated by the
President to the proper authorities.
In brief, the proposed plau of taxa-
tion is to remove entirely the present
tax imposed upon household goods,
beasts of burden and native products
and to substitute reasonable property
and poll tax similar to those exacted in
this country. No poll tax will be levied
upon women. Import duties to the
Philippines will be lowered and almofit
cut in half. A number of native pro-
ducts will be admitted free to the
United States, with some regulations
calculated to protect home industry
where affected. .
It is aleo proposed to regulate the
wage scale in the islands. Philippine
labor is wee rated at from 5 to 20 cents
per Orly. A minimum scale of 'JO cents
will be in force. By this means the
revernee of the islands will be cut to
about $3,000.000. It is believed by eoo-
Domicill experts that this new order of
things will give new zest to commercial
ethers in the islands and eventually
put the tax revenues far above the $20,-
000,000 now realized by Spain.
The Government is now considering
the appointment of an official collector
of customs, who shall be dispatched to
the islands to inaugurate the new sys-
tem with one of the expeditions. It is
believed that the selection of such an
official has already been made, but there
is no definite informetion concerning
his identity.
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FAINT—. 
Removes all Corns, Ihmoing and Warts,
without pain, speedily and permanently
All Drugglae Dell kanneWs
L•sr 1,14•11 Was l'Aurr.
A LIPPMAR BROS. to*.*W. Sole Props., 00*
al.ek • Sal*.
boro, Ky., are to-day
for the money on the
have the style, finish and draft over any
buggy brought to Hopkins-6-We or made
in Hopkinsville. We will place them
side by side with any buggy in this city,
even at higher prices, and guarantee
them to out-last, out-wear, and out-run
any so-called high job sold in this city.
We have some low grade buggies at a
much cheaper price, such as Delker and
others of similar grade, but we recom-
mend the Ames, something we can guar-
antee. If it is a rubber tire job you
want we have them. Give us a call.
J. B. FOLEY & 00.,
108 Main St., Hopkinsv Ile, Ky.
Prospect•G-iod.
Tbe prospect for a good quail season
was never t righter. There are said to
be more quail at this hatching [season
than there are usually at the b. ginning
of tee bootleg seasen. 'This Is due to
the t t game law.
Kentucky Crop Report.
Replies were rec..iveel this month
front I 54 corrorpouelenue repreneetitig I
104 eounton
Wheat.- In Kentucky the crop has
improved over the xcellent condition
shown on May 1st and now shows 1111
average corelition of the State of 104, a
gain of three points during May. On
June 1. 1897, the condition was 93, on
June 1, 1896, the condition was 61.
In the Western 'section the condition
averages lee. a gain of one point during
May. Here the rainfall has been exces-
sive throughout May, and reports of
rust on blades and damage otherwise
from exeessive moisture are not infre-
quent. In Christian county the crop is
reported ..badly rusted." Some fly is
noted in Larue county:
Corn -The condition of the corn crop
for the State averages We On June 1,
IS97, the condition was 82, and June 1,
1e96, the condition was 93. The stand
was generally good, and where the sea-
has been favorable has grown off
nicely. The crop, hoe-ever, haft had to
contend with excessive moisture in
Western suction almost from date of
planting mid, as might be inferred, the
etete of teeny:wen is not the best.
Plantiug was....Lerily completed with
the close; of the month and the erop is
generally in a bitekward state.
Oats.- Tli.. condition of the cede crop
shows an improvement during May.
The improvement applies mainly to the
early-sown oats. That part of the crop
Which was sown late is unpromising.
Tobacco. -Tobacco plants have been
very plentif nl, and the figurce on acre-
age beer out to some t xtent the early
indications of a largely increased acre-
age. E•pecially is this true of the Wes-
tern section, where several counties re-
port the acreage 200 per cent, as com-
pared with the acreage of 1897.
Iii those counties where planting has
been practically completed the condi-
tion of the newly set tobacco is very un-
satisfactory. Absence of moisture and
effects of the hot sunshine has caused
plants to turn yellow and much of it to
die. Cut-worms, while doing very lit-
tle damage to corn, are reported unusu-
ally destructive to tobacco plants, and
with these disadvantages it is feared
that a poor stand will be obtained.
Meadows, Pastures and Live Stock.-
Meadows and pastures have greatly im-
proved during May. Clover meadows
are especially luxuriant and a fine yield
of busy is assured. Improvement in pas-
tures hes resulted in a corresponding
improvement in live stock, which is
now in excellent condition.
Fruit.-The month of May has devel-
oped some changes in the fruit condi-
tions. Apples, which on May let show-
ed a condition of 81, as compared with
average years, have fallen to 65 per
cent, of an average crop. Peaches have
improved from 37 per cent. on May let
to 58 per cent. on June 1st. Peals also
have increased from 4e to 57 per cent, of
an average crop, while grapes show the
same condition as on May 1st, tel per
debt, of an average crop.
Apples have dropped badly, and of
the early varieties there is but a very
small per cent. left. LUCAS Motets:,
Commissioner of Agriculture
It's the Lame Leg
that gets the pace. A chain is no
stronger than its weakeet link. For
weak spots aid plares that seem big
bee:V.138 tley hurt, try
Johnson's Belladonna Plasters.
In Pet's phrase they "suck out"
the e,reti.es a.:d pain. Look fer
the Eel Cross. No other' bear that
sign It in •aus excellence ± plus.
Jolt VfliON St JOHNSON.
v Nanntarttunnz Chemists, New York.
44.141••-•-ee.e.**4 4••+••
ALiklOTT s
EAST INDIA CORN PAINT.
-rns, W•rt• Bunt,. •urrd
Wntoottp• n or t 0 u., of • lila,
A •,irLpic spy; icatkm tla•trurt.
Lippman Brothers,
VITo les& Ars , earn NOWA .G
RS
S
0
O Riar 
oN
0
O 
0
P And Moayon's Big Store Is the place to get them! To save money for the people is ou,r,
 desire!O
We wish to make the months of May and June "
monLy months for cur •_.4
C•0
many custolaers. While weare in war, remembe
r we are waging war on high prices. NOTE E
ACH ARTICLE. *.)
NWASH dOODS ARE REAM!
t We've all the latest style Fabrics and Colorings,
at prices hat are as attractive as the goods.
Nice Sheer Lawns, fast colors Good yard-wide Percalee, 1
ONLY   C ONLY  2Cnew pa
tterns,
Swinges ; wortth 25c
Only  C ONLY .
sib-1 Regular 35e grade idul-Cuttings
, or
.7.47 house trgandy-tuaele iri • 
Beat bicycle
Duck' worth 12y fl.
Germany. ONLY 
.
Lace,' Stripped Muslins and
Dimities ; beautiful designs ;
worth 7,1c a yard .. . .. ..
Elegant Sheer quality Dimi-
ty, floral designs andistripes,
worth 10c a yard.... ......
Smell Organdy, Dotted Mu.
Clotho, and worth a great
lit,., Fine Dimity and Lappet I
deal more; only
Extraordinary values in
Organdy, Tambour, 'Nov-
elty Checks ....... ... .
Imporzed Organdi and I
NOT QUITE AS GOOD.
Offerings Were Poorer
Than Last Week.
PRICES WERE FIRM.
Much Damaie Done By Cut Worms and the
Extreme Heat.
REPORT °FINE LOCAL TOBACCO MARKET
'alto for ye or
thjiwe
5.
*(4SSVSSSSWMS)S SSSSSSSSSSSSF
NTUIRILT130MT ILOCIIKINTer FOR
5c resetTair2ti,:vcisade, Percales, 1
ONLY  3c
71,„ NEW MADRAS Cloth 1 n2L. 0, T, V . . I I.) C
0 Extra title Madras Cloth 12,
c , wor
th le eta a yard,
I ONLY 
212c Yoko!' linitinge the 1 5new thing for suits andskirts ..
2C
8 Silk Taffeta Gitighams n
I L 2C
C.
ptp,- See Our WHITE GOODS and Elegant flinghanis, inNIT. IOC
PP°
,. 58 inch Turkey Bei] Damask, worth 30 cts per yard
, for ....24 cents
N58 inch Bleached Ipaniask for 
22i cents
72 inch Linen Da ask, worth *1 00, for 
74 cents
C. 38-inch Turkish wel for 
09 cents
new cheeks,
ONLY  
Men' Furnishing Goods.
? Kid ;Gloves
,
e9 
We handier tile celebrated line
of Foster, 1'au0 & Co., which are
the best mantifactured.
Our 1.50 (Ho es at - -
Our 1.25 Glo es at - - 1.0o
Our 1.00 Glo es, which de-
fy comp(' ition at - 90 Os
We have al the latest shades.
'/
HIS LEG WAS BROKEN.
Serious Accident to Jack
Torian Mlnday.
THROWN FROM BUGGY.
He:is a Well Known Citizen of Sinking For
Vicinity.
WAS BROUGHT BY A FRIEND TO THIS CITY.
Mr Jeek Torian, a prominent young
farmer whose home is near Sinking
Fork, was thrown from his buggy and
seriously injure(' yesterday morning.
Horse Frightened.
Mr. Torian had starlet! to this city
rout hi- home et a very early hour. At
a point or the Cadiz pike, two nolos
it-ow the city, his horse became fright- ;
ened by a dog and suddenly began to
jump told kirk The reins were hang-
ing loosely and Mr. Torten in attempt-
ing to gath.r them up anti check the
frightened animal was thrown from the
vehicle upon the stones of the road.
The hr rse kicked the shafts from the
titeneyeind dashed wildly up the pike in
the direction of the city, never sten ping
until the toll-gate was reached.
Mr. Torian lay unconscious in the I
road. The wife of Mr. L. W. Means,
who witnessed the accident from her
front door ran to his assistance. Seeing
that he was seriously hurt she summon-
ed Mr. Means from the field. When he
arrived the injured man was sitting up
but still dazed and but halt 0011/1601111.
Mr. Means quickly had his carriaeg
brought and assisting Mr. Torian in
drove to this city and to the office of
Dr. Wallace. Upon examination it was
found that Mr. Torian's right leg was
b -oken just above the ankle. It was a
simnle fracture Dr. Wallace dreamed
tne inj ired member. During the oper-
ation the unfortunate wan, who as
sufferieg great pain was unconscious
and did not realize his situation. •e
Quinoria is gueranteed to cure chills,
fever and all malarial disorders. No
cure, no pay.
The Modern Beauty
Thrives on good food and sunshine,with
plenty of exercise in the open air. Her
form glows with health and her face
blooms with its beauty. If her system
needs the cleansing action of a laxative
remedy, she uses the gentle and pleas
ant Syrup of Figs made by the Cali
f irnia Fig Syrup Co. only.
Bromoline will care a cold while you
sleep, No cure, no pay. 25 cental
THE AMES BUGGIES.
The Ames Buggies, made at Owens-
the best buggies
market. They
Men's Furnishing Goods!
Men's Work Shirts, 50c25c 
broidered box plated front,
pearl buttons, good length...
ONLY Men's Fancy Shirts, 
or soft bosom .. . in 
stiff 50c
Men's White Unlaundred 
Shirts; worth 50et
25
ONLY 
C Men's Pleated Bosom Shirts, 75c
the latest style an d effect ...
Men's White Uplaundred 50
Shirts Linen BOSOM.
worth $1.00, for 
Others that are simply beau 
1▪ (11)tiful 
Men's Underwear.
Men's Night Shills. Egyptian Balbriggan, worth 5occreec a suit, for
btdideeredef leeecoldlarMeilidin.cuwffisT.h eTnni: I lig.:ItzntrfaorFtganwcay gla'rremneenht
B, 
or
rlbsriguit 98c 
Sho sand Slipp S.
Comprising all the latest styles of the Reason, will
 be offered for sal
at prices that will conquer competition. Belo
w we quote a few of the
many bargrine offered in this sale:
I  fWociililsbsuTsacpliteppoefmovesrotuwtheotirtiyi Buttonfive  
 etyloers 1(1411:raid, L dies' 03k t
50 either Tan or Black, cloth or kid tops, any toe desired. 10.3
95 Cts i',`:,in'',ilt)tulrynia:(11);x1:•riti)irp:..4tttr;ttrp'‘.4altiticil)le,ow:
2.25
enough of the reputation of John Moayon to 
be satisfied with goods ipought of us.
 10M101•1=1/
0 r Clothing
GROWS
In favor. Its popularity has
not been achieved through
any aecident, but by reason
of inherent qualities.
From cloth to finish it pos-
sesses a style which is usual-
ly supposed to belong only
to high priced clothing.
Only necessary to see the
suits we offer at $8, $10 and
$12, to. be pleased with
them. Only necessary to
wear them to be thoroughly..
satisfied that it is well made,
retains its shape and set, and
has great durability.
JNO. MOAYON
Dress Goods
We have the most beautiful
line of Ladies' Driss Goods that
ever was exhibitel before in flop-
k Our strongest fortifi-
cation ! To see them is to admire
them. We bought them in pat-
terns, and we have marked them
so low they are in reach of all. •
Will buy choice of nutneroue styles of Tan or Black
Oxford Ties, hand-made, Tan or Black, Southern But-
tons, hand-made; also Prince Alberta; in fart, you can
get at th.- Tice, at this sale, most anything i
n a bow Shoe or Slipper.
3.00
Lace Curtains
Will buy choice of any of our High Grade Oxfore Ties,
Southern Buttons, Prince Alberts, Juliet@ and Paten
Leather Oxfords.
The new net eurtaiii With dain-
ty border is a favorite now. We
show more than fifty patterns of
curtains. Look at these prices :
49c, 75c, 98e, 99c, $1.25, 1.35,
1.00, 1.50, 1.75, 1 89, 1.95, 1.98,
2.20, 2.25, 2.48, 2 75, 2.95, 2.98,
3.95, 3.98 and 4.75 a pair.
Shoes
At the prices (toted above on
shoes, it NVIII take us but a very -
few &vs to close out our entire
lot, so clon't think too long abou
it, hut come at once and see tile
goods. and if' you don't think
them all good values don't buy.
They are all up-to-date.
Every ne visiting our store will meet w
ith courteous and polite treatment, and shrewd
 investors should know0\
TO1111 $
;4206 and 208, South Main Street. 
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NEW LIG IN MEDICINE
Power of the Specialist in
Treating Grave
Diseases.
His Advantage Over the Gen-
eral Practitioner—How the Best
Treatment Maybe Obtained for
an Insignificant Sum.
Even a layman, who never sees a medi-
cal paper, must marvel at the great advance
the science of healing has made in the last
few years. A &elute has so-11 more ad-
vancement, more light, than all the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries.
This condition Las been brought about
very largely by the researches of specialists,
who have made some particular organ of the
body w their specialhe 
advantages
t study. of special
treatment to the afflicted who have been un-
able to secure it, has been a problem many
have tried to solve. That it is practicable
has finally been demonstrated by H. H.
world-
famed 
Warner's
erneaes  Syafeaen,Coufree.
\Varner. the original proprixeptuer i,eoefnthe in tlhe
treatment of kidney diseases led him to be-
lieve that equally good results could be ob-
tained by offering the public special treat-
ment for the several classes of disease to
which mankind is liable. Since he severed
his connection with the Warner Safe Cure
Company, some five years ago, he has been
working out his present plan ,and has formed
the Warner Nazam Medicine ('ii.
He has completed arrangements with a
number of the leading specialists Greater
New York, to give advice and treatment to
people who could not otherwise avail them-
selves of their services. In this way special
treatments will be prescribed for each clans
of disease, and specie,' advice given to each
for which specialpatient
.
treatmentii'urlgthe diseases
n be had are, scrofula and all
blood and skin diseases; nervous prostra-
tion, insomnia, chronic headaches, and all
nervous disorders; rheumatism and gout;
acute and chronic catarrh , diseases and
weaknesses of women: special diseases of
men; indigestion and all stomach disorder-
VOLUME XXV111, O. IS.
Naze& Medicine Company's Consulting Parlors. The Board of SpecieL
'ab
Diagnosing Casa and Prescribing Medicines that Cure.
it special treatment
lot all,the ex Tieriencesof men
led years of study to their re-
ltiee Many diseases that
skill of the general practi-
be successfully treated.
are especially desired. The
correspondence fromevery-
orn any ailment from which
unable to secure relief. Its
among the ablest in the pro-
ve been marvelously 
jctise. Do not delay, Deleeuw
does not r'tan4 still. You are daily, hourly
ismt 
drifting farthel from the possibility of a ea-
This plan
within the rear
who have deer
spective sped
have baffled ti
tioner can tL
Chronic ellnl
company invir. 
one suffering
they have bee
physicians are
fission, and 1
ful in their p
Mention ti health. The method of obtaining
relief is simple. Write out, a history 0 your
case, making the etatement as coin as
poirsible. Send this to the Warner Naar°
Medicine Company, 220 Broadway.. New
York City. when a complete diagnosis of
your case will he made by a competast spe-
cialist. If you prefer, a symptoms blank will
be sent you free on application, which will
greedy assist you in describing your case.
The well-known business ability of Id.r.War-
ner, and the fact that he has done po,nauch
for suffering humanity in the peat, are
ample assurances of the genuineness of this,
his latest and greatest work. Write today.
- 4 2
!What Do You Think?el?
DO YOU THINK it a good stiheme to pay 
$7 259?somebody else So.00 for a SIDLE that we
will sell you for
DO YOU REGARD it as good policy to pay
some one else $5.50 for a LAP-ROBE that we
will sell you for •
•
4.359• te9
NESS elsewhere, when on every pur-
DO YOU THINK it thrift to buy HAR- Say Yo Molly?
chase you make we can • •
•
It will not only pay you
and see our stock.
F. A. ost &Co.
EXCLUSIVE HARNESS AN
SADDLERY HOUSE. : •Hopkinsville, K
ZZZ*ZZZakt ZZZZW4s-)
d
•
11, but it will please us to have you call 4
i
VrItIMMIttrrit1MrtritttIMMIMIIMMIM1
1
1
1
1
Qpportunit
We have decided to wi d up our CLOTHINGIbusiness7inti
op-
kinsville, and wish tp call your attention to the facts that
:we are
now selling this immense tock of Clothing at New York man
ufact-
urers' cost. This is und ubtedly a great opportunity for y
ou to
save money, if you are, or xpect to be, in need of anyth
ing in our
line. This is no humbug o hubbub sale, but actual sale t
o clear up
our stock. We have an i mense stock of goods on hand,
 amount-
ing to $25,000, and you ca get suited in most anything you wish.
Will be glad that you cal and examine our stock and ge
t some gl
the prices. Thanking you all for all past favors, we are,
T ly Yours, Etc.,
MAMMOTH14cbt]lailri & I1cc (31 .
WOODHULL TROY.
money can buy. Drekers you al
too. They need no commendat
lots and sell cheaper thereby.
priced goods Euger and in Ames
These are syn-
onyms for per-
fection in car-
riage manufac-
ture. We have
sold them for
years to that
trade that want
the best that
know, and Sechler's
Ion. We buy in car
We have some low
' make.
4:SIN MI314 W0_14
41 MI maN,
3N1M1 H3GNIELY4'
Co. •
Buy your twine no‘‘. We Will advance the price
again in a few days, as it has gre upat the factories.
Forbes de Bro.
Teeth. 'lath.
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted without
plate.
OiCand Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown.aild bridge
work a speciAlty. A
work guaranteed at
Baltirnoi Dental Pears,
summers
Hopkimivilie, Ky.
PzilL 4CHMITT AgerA
Hopkinsville,
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New Era Printing & CO
HuNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE -New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkiasville, Ky.
see . • • •• tee postellee Mopkinseille
kr-•ek lass mail Illeate
- 
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COURT DIRECTOR!.
Ciacrrt 00UNT -First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep.
lain ber
eieralLY 001711?-.Second Mondays
1Ln January, April, July and October.
FiSCAL r-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Cesar Coeur-First Monday in every
month.
dent of the Union Iron works of San
Francisco, is now en route toileussia in
response to imperial suminoes, to ar-
range oontracts for constructing a uutu
ber of battleships on the sane plan as
that on which the Urckgt)L1 Wai con-
structed, and by the dame 111011 at the
same place and:of the same Material-
Near Hanford, 0., a curio'. phonon -
enon occurred recently. Dael after day
flocks of wild geese flew in the neigh-
borhood. Moses Troxler;watched them
greedily, aimed at them accurately, and
always found that they flew just beyond
gunshot range. Mr. Troxlee became so
enamored of the pursuit of the always
unattainable geese that ha neglected
his farmidg andlwentunniig. But in
vain. The wild geese flew' too high.
One day.when he hadigiveneip hope of
stuffed gooese there came * thunder-
storm. He was in his barnyard watch-
ing, when a blinding flash of lightning
Illuminated the heavens for e moment
The geese were flying. IThe dash pass-
ed-and there dropped at M. Troxler's
feet five fine fat geese, all killed by
lightning, but all unharmed as far as
burning or mangling was ookoerned.
A GREAT STORY.
Amid the clash of same not only are
the laws silent, according:to the ancient
saying, but the sounds of peaceful pro-
gress are unheard Yet such progress
keeps its pace. At the preeent,moment,
hula noticed by mankind at large, and
only briefly and obscurely chronicled
amid the floods of war :news, there is
being fulfilled a veritably epoch-making
transaction, the • • whir& upon
the industrial...nu unr..:1 -•.e.:Lel future of
the world bid fair to be such as will be-
wilder all computation, ,saye,.the New
York Tribune.
Here is the simple statement: The
Britieda Government has secured for a
nab syndicate a longeorm concession
for working the °cal and other mines of
province of Shan-Si, build-
erg ral.: -.1.13 there, and in general de-
▪ the province. That is all. It
• inean much or little. It does
:Lew one of the greatest strokes of bus-
-'as this generation has seen. Its bear-
tael upon the future of China and the
British Empire, and all trade and in
that half of the world, are simply Weal-
culeble.
The coal fields of Shan-Si are among
the most important of the world. They
toyer an area of more than 14,000 square
miles, and are estuusted to contain
enough enough coal to supply the entire
world, at the present rate of consump-
tion, for 2,000 years or more. A large
proportion of it is anthracite, equal in
quality to the beet found in Pennsylva-
nia. Of it there are believed to be at
least 630,000,000,000 tons, or more than
twelve hundred times as much as all the
coal of ul kinds now mined in
the who. vorld in a year. There is
also ilea,- es much bituminous octal, of
e'ry. Lying close by
-in fact. a.. .. with the coal seams-
are billions of tons of the choicest iron
ore, while petroliam abounds in many
places, and apart from its mineral
wealth the country is the most fertile,
especially fer • rrj rowing, in all
China. The ,.r• on the bank
of the Y-' ..-w river, which unties civil-
ized niseee--r:Ir.rst may readily be trans-
formed !s- •'woe of China*. into
one of the:most beneficient highways of
trade. And, finally, Chinese "cheap
Labor" of the most efficient kind literally
swarms in that province, Shan-Si hav-
ing been the seat of the ancient rulers
of China and being now inhabited by
the finest specimens of the.entire Mon-
golien race.
Haman ingenuity, taxed to the ut-
most, could not devise a more advanta-
geous combination than this, when to
it are added the practically limitless
wealth, energy,and skill of Great Brit-
ain. There is in it. great promise of
profits that will make the Kiondyke
seem7poor There is in it a potency of
industrial revolution in all the Eastern
Hemisphere, With Shan-Si in their
possession, the' British aan afford to look
with complacence upon the fate:of Kb-
Ohara and Port Arthur, and all such
minor places.
All the songs that have been sung and
the praises in prose that have been giv-
en the Oregon for her wonderful cruise
are gratifying, but the greatest compli-
ment that has yet been paid, and one
with entimential benefits comes from
amnia When the Oregon was making
her run from San Frandsoo to Florida
the eyes of the naval world were upon
her Predictions of accidents of the
most dreadful kind were freely made
and even the most sanguine admirer of
the noble craft feared to assert that the
protracted journey could be wade with-
out mishap. There was no time for
preparation before the Oregon sailed.
She left the port at San Francisco with-
out a screw being tightened or an extra
burnish given to ber engines, and yet
she not only made the alp without ac-
cident, but in several days' leas time
than was expected. It was a crucial
Met, necessary and free from any at-
tempt as ostentatious display. With
the rest of the,world..the Amelia naval
authorities heard of the wonderful
aottievement and they decided to have
1111,11111 Onions. !Woe , Scott, pried
\(IR.UP0F1
WIN ImiTA
TIE EICEU.INCE Of SYRUP OF MIS
is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the Caeiroasta Fie SYRUP
Co. only. and we wish to impress upon
all the 'mportance of purchasing the
true A original remedy. As the
go'--. 
-..yrnp of Figs is manufactured
by ALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
only cuowledge of that fact will
'maw in avoiding the worthless
imitate I manufactured by other par-
ties. Tne high standing of the CALI-
FORNIA Fie SYRUP Co. with the medi-
ca. or,,fe•• n. and the satisfaction
w -b z-euine Syrup of Figs has
gly 31. 
-one of families, makes
the came the Company a guaranty
of the es t c'eeence of its remedy. It is
far in &thac e of all other laxatives,
ea it seta a the kidneys, liver and
bowels • '. -1.)ut irritating or weaken-
ing them, acid it does not gripe nor
natiseeve la order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company -
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAC rnaeoseos. esa
eerise'reee. Irrar itew ream u. t.
It„looks like stern bustuess when the
hospital corps is sent to the front. The
United States ambulance ship Solace
has been at anchor for several weeks at
Hampton Roads, but recently she ree
°avid hurry orders to get nearer to
what is to be the scene of action. The
eusbuisnoe ship has been bountifully
supplied by the women of America with
the:good things that are gaserally lack-
ing it sea and in the field. Perhaps no
sbip of the war will be the center of so
much concern all the Solace. Her white
sides and her red cross flag will mark
her to friend and foe.
The London Daily News says •
"Spain's best friends can only urge her
to submit without delay. There is no
armor against fate and there is no rem-
edy for incapacity. If international
diplomacy deals with war Lord Salia•
bury will insist upon the jest claim of
the United States to secure Ithe reward
of energy and foresight a good
After this war Spain will, have little
or no nary and will hardly; need Oer-
vers, but he can come to the United
Stages and make big money by hiring
himself out to some dime mnseum man-
ager. He need not despair iof securing
employment. Or he might! even come
to this country and deliver la series of
lectures on bottles, corks, le, &c.
It has been nearly a yea since the
close of the Graece-Turkieb war, but
Turkey has not yet evacuated Thessaly
according toTehe terms of the peace
treaty. It sometimes requites a longer
time to evacuate the enemy's territory
than to invade and occupy it. There
may be no exception to thiirule in our
settlement with Spain.
HIS NOSE' BROKEN.
Dr. H. C. Sights Struck
As for honor the Spaniards as a nation
have none, but they could save much
money and many lives by. recognize-g
the fact that they are badly whipped and
by giving up the unequal struggle.
When Oervera assured Sampson of the
kind treatment to be extended to Hob-
son and her seven companions, the wily
Spaniard was doubtless thinking of the
time in the near future when he himself
would be a prisoner of ware
HOW'S THIS i
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catartrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. °HENRY & Ooe Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, hateeknown F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years,:and be-
here him perfectly honorable in all bus-
Wee. transactions and finencially able
to carry out any obligations made by
their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druder'c'
Toledo, Ohio.
Welding, Kinnan & Maryin, W Lava,-
sale Druggists, Toleao, 0. :
Hall's Ostarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Price
75c. per bottle. Sold by ell Druggists
Testimonials free.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Furiout. .'etient.
NOW IN NEW YORK,
Where a Specialist Will Perform a Delicate
Operation.
In This Sectiod.
The following is from a eveekly crop
bulletin of Kentucky:
"Western section.-As a general
truth it may be said that the effects of
weather upon crops has been very bene-
ficial. The exceptions are few and con-
fined to districts of very limited area.
In Hennaed county considerable wheat
was blown down by high winds on the
sixth, and wheat and tobacoo in McLean
sustained slight damage from a hail-
storm on the 10th. Rain is needed in a
few localitise, but sparodlic showers.
which have oocnrrred very generally
over this section, combined with high
temperature and plenty of sunshine,
have stimulated vegetation to a most
vigorous growth. Almost the entire
crop oe tobacco has been gansplanted,
and, with very few exceptien, is in ex-
cellent condition. In -certain lo-
calities the stand has been impaired by
cut- worms.
A mirror could not lie if it wanted to
The glass has nothing to gain by flat
tory. If the roses of health and the
plumpness of beauty are leaving your
face, your mirror will tell you eo.Health
is the greatest beautifier 10 the world.
When a woman sees the indications of
ill health in the face.' she may with al.
mess absolute certainty look for the
cause in one or both of twO conditions
-constipation and derangernent of the
organs distinctly feminine. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription will cure perma-
nently and positively any so-called "fe-
male comdlaint." Dr. Place's Pleas-
ant Pellets cure oonstipatiole There is
no reason in the world why a woman
should not be perfectly .hetilthy. She
will gain in health, strength and flesh.
Hollows and angles will give place to
fullness and grace. She will be that
noblest and most beautiful Of all crea-
tion-a perfect woman. ;
Send 21 cents in one-oeng stamps to
Worlds Dispensary Medidel Associa-
tion, buffalo, N. Y., and (mei,. Dr.
Pierce's 1006 page "OoMmon denim
Medical Advisor," profusely illustrated
• Iteentsevile
Al the funeral of Dr, !Wahl and
Privates McOolgan and HOsPh7, ma.
rinse who were killed and burled near
Guantanamo last Sunday, S squad of
marines from the battleship Texas, un-
der the command of Lieut ()Irmo Rad-
ford, acted as escort to the cortege as it
;erased slowly to the burial place on the
edge of a hill overlooking ; the bay of
Guantanamo. While the banal service
was being read Liens. Radford and his
men were attseked by the 'Spaniards,
who were soon, however, beaten off and
scattered.
Husband's Awful Deed.
[SPECIAL TO NEW nis
Springfield, June 1 6. 
-News has
reached here of an awful tragedy which
was enacted at Adams Bishop about ten
miles from here.
The information which is very meagre
is to the effect that Ike Winters, a wel -
connected farmer of that neighborhood
shot his wife and child. It itnot known
here whether the wounds indicted have
proved fatal or not.
Winters had been on a spree for about
three weeks, it is stated, end it was
while in a frenzied state of Mind that
he committed the terrible deed.
Early this morning Winters sent to
Springfield for a jug of whisky and
when it reached his home your cor-
respondent is informed, Mn. Winters
poured the w ay on the grolutd. This
act Sm said te 
that he ate •
his cited.
THE PATIENT A CHRISTIAN COUNTY MAN.
Dr. H. G. Sights, Second Aesietant
Physician at the Western Asylum, was
knocked down by a patient in one of
the male wards at the asylum, Monday,
and severely iojured.
The patient was a man named Can-
non who wi i seat to the institution
from this °entity about one year ago.
His home was formerly in the Elmo vi-
cinity, Prior to the violent outbreak
Monday he had boon as quiet, obedient
and apparently as oeinkooted as any he
mate of the institution.
Dr. Rights was making one of his reg.
ularltonre of the wards Monday, and
passing through She ward where Can-
non was confined addressed some re-
mark to the latter. Without a word
the patient struck Sights in the face
with his fist, felling him to the door.
The blow landed squarely on the Dr's.
nose. Cannon was taken in hand be-
fore he could follow up the attack.
Dr. Sighto nose was broken. An ex-
amination by his brother physicians
showed that an operation would be nec-
essary to save the feature from perma-
nent deformity.
Dr. Sights left yesterday for New
York where an eminent specialist will
perform the operation.
ANOTHEY BLOODY "FESTIBUL."
Jane Cox Shoot- :Hiram Heverley In
Defense of Her Si•ter.
x I PERSONAL POINTS st CASE IS 
CONTINUED.I
Silo Will Start in $20.000 Trial rst ekes-
Ornamen t a Fevorits.
by a Mr. and Mrs. M. L. 
Wilkerson left
yesterday afternoon for a week's stay
at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. T. E. Berbourand daughter,Miss
Lonieewill leave today to visit relatives
at Nicholasville.
Mrs. B. Hodge, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. H. C. Moore, re-
turned to her home at Princeton.
Mrs. Asher Graham, of Murray, who
has been visiting her sister Mrs. John
R. Kitchen returned home yesterday.
Miss Kittie Moore, who has been at.
tending school in this city, leaves this
week for her home in Crittenden coun-
ty.
Miss Cora Mason, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Davis, re
turned yesterday to her home at Adair-
ville.
Misses Jimmie Ellis and Lottie °-
Daniel left Tues morning for Lafayette
and will spend a week with Miss Lizzie
Hoskins.
Miss Augusta Harrison returned last
night from Greenville, Miss., where she
has been employed in a millinery weal-
lishment.
Mrs. H P. Potter left this morning
for a visit to her father, Hon. Jas. A.
McKenzie, in Christian county -Bowl-
lug Green Times.
Mrs. W. B. Dillman and children, Of
Hopkinsville, are visiting the family of
Mr. 0. D. Thompson, 74 High street.-
Clarksville Chronicle.
Mrs. Harry :Montgomery, who has
been on an extended visit to her father
Mr J. C. Wooldridge, has returned Is
her home at Georgetown.
Me R. W. Whitehead, a prominent
stock breeder of Warren county, and
brother-in-Pm of Mr. E.G. Smallhonse,
is visiting Dr. M. W. Williams.
Miss 'Annie Buckner, daughter of
Mrs. F. W. Buckner, of Clarksville, is
the pleasant guest of Judge and Mrs
Buckner Leavell, on South Virginia St
Dr. W. H. Lewis, who is engaged as
an assistant at the Western Asylum at
Hopkinorille, is here on a few days visit
to his family.-Henderson Gleaner.
Miss Kate Anderson, of Owensboro,
the accomplished sister of Mr. James H.
Anderson and Mrs. R. C. Hardwick
will arrive this afternoon to spend see-
-•ral weeks.
Another bloody "festibnl," which has
been overlooked in the rush of similar
events, occnred near Pembroke on the
same eventful Saturday night which
marked the killing of Joe Fleming near
Gairettsburg and the fatal wounding of
Henry Pattin near Lafayette.
Hiram Heverley, a colored man
was one of the guests at the
Pembroke colored function. When
the hoar came for.the fighting to begin
Henry promptly opened fire with his
pistol, choosing for his target a sister of
Jane Cox.
In defense of her sister, Jane seized a
pistol and trained it upon Henry. She
fired several shots two of which took
effect in the right arm and hand of
Heverley. The wounds were uot of a
serious nature.
Jane was before the grand jury thi
morning and related her story.
The time and attention of the grand
jury will probably be taken up the rest
• t 'A" Onk in the investigation of these
Appointed Deputy Clerk.
--
Mr. George Phelps yesterday qualified
as a deputy county clerk by taking the
oath prescribed by law
Hotel Latham 'rendered.
The directors of Hotel Latham have
generously tendered the use of the sleep-
ing apartments to the committees in
charge of the arrangement/ for the
State Baptist Association. The offer
will be accepted in the event of an over-
flow and more delegates arrive than
have been provided with homes by the
oommittee.
NEW WHEAT CROP.
Usual Efforts Being Made to
Keep Down Prices.
The failure and fall of Leiter, whose
star but a few brief weeks ago was in
the ascendant, and whose name was a
word to conjure "on change," has had
a most depressing effect upon the price
of wheat. This with other agencies In-
variably set in operation at this season
of the year, when the new crop is about
to be harvested and marketed, tends to
show that the sharks and speculators
are at work and that the farmer, as
ever, is their intended victim.
When the grain is pouring in golden
streams from the thresher, when the
granaries are filled to the point of burst-
ing and warehouses are crowded for
room, dollar wheat is an "irridescent
dream." It is not until the farmers are
forced by necessity to sell their crops at
prices fixed by the speculators, prices
which sometimes barely cover the cost
of prodaction ; not until the greater part
of the crop has been moved and is out
of the hands of him who toiled and la-
bored to produce it does the Kale begin
to ascend.
Cash wheat yesterday was quoted at
45 cent,. Less than two weeks ago it
was worth more than $1.00 per bushel:
But for the lufluenees that are at work
just now to keep down She prim of the
groat staple all the conditions would be
favorable to advanced prices, How
long the speculators can keep down She
price of the crop now being harvested
remains to be seen, War and foreign
complications may force up the price in
spite of :their efforts. Those farmers
who hold their crops may win.
Several crops were bought in the field
last year by local dealers at prices rang-
ing from e0 centeto one dollar. With-
in the next three weeks the grain will
be at the miller's door and it remains to
be seen how the farmer will fare.
Christian county's crop will be above
the average in quantity and a fair price
for the product would mean hundreds
of thousands for the farmers of Chris-
tian.
ECZEMA
FOR YEARS CURED
TWO RIENIARKABLE
I have been an intense sufferer from retalliifor e‘e years. I tried medicines, four doc-tor', one a specialist in skin diseases, with no
Improvement, and setting me almost frantic
with dreadful Itching. After usinie three bot-des of ("1-ficUltA Mum, Vasa% 1143•3 one box Of
CUTICtaa SaLvit, / we. completely eared.
OF.O. A. LOWE, 901 Market St., Phil., Pa.
I had Eczema for seven years, and my scalp
was in s had state. Three inches of my back
was covered with a dry scab. The itching was
so bad I thought it would drive me mad. Itried all remedies. but could not get cured. I
ssedfivebottlesof curler RA RilisoiveNV, fiveeskes of cumulus Rote, and five boxes ofCuTTCURA Ram, and I was r4Pmplete11, cured.C. LONG, SS Wilms Ave., Toronto, Can.
c-sser eess Tasaraver-eoe TORT, Lan, uarto-r 'Y • ,, arrrtr Loan or Ha*ntiornr WAN Wit?
re. rot.. anointing. With L,Tg.,a,•••••art 1 •A Assn 
aol• l'iforr.r.ont .444 Perris ne.--,
..tr•Cer'f.loaf .1 maw, beam.. to ‘wei/e••••  gamma sew
Wadlington Will Not Be
Tried This Term,
Misses Maggie Ellis, Lucile Ellie and
Maly Jones are visiting relatives le
Madisonville this week. The little la
dies write that they are having a de
lightful visit.
Miss Annie Meacham. of Hopkins
ville, is in the city attendieg the Stat.
itinday School Oonvention and is
guest of her cousin, Miss Bessie Meech
sm, 504 South Ninth street.-Paducah
News.
M. D. Kelly and two sons, Masters
l'om and Joe, of Hopkiusville, were ii
town Sunday  Mrs. Jeff Adams
who has been at liopkinsville for room
time on a visit, returned Saturday.-
Madisonville Hustler.
Mrs. Adah Graham and daughter
Jeannie, and Mrs. Flora Bell and 11151.
son, Gilmer. left this morning for Den-
ver, Oolorado. From Denver they will
probably go to Oolorado Springs, where
they will remain several months.
Mrs. Judith Shelby, of Charleston
td., was in the city to-day the guest ol
Mrs. W. H. Jernigan. She went ti
Elopkinaille to visit her son, Ford ..
Little Mimes Maggie and Lucile Ellis,
of Hopkinsville, are visiting the family
of W. A. Nisbet --Madisonville Hustler
Joins the Artillery.
HON. JAMES SIMMS.
Bowling Green Lawyer Engaged to Assist is
the Prosecution.
OTHER INTERESTING COURT ITEMS.
Mr. Will Oollins went over to Nash
ville last week and enlisted in the artil-
lery branch of the United States Army
He had previously passed his physical
examination for enlistment in the oaval
ry. He came home Monday night to
bid his parents good-bye and last night
left for Ohickamauga. He will have
two months drill work before being as-
signed to a battery in the regular ser-
vice. Mr. Oollina ii a young man of
fine moral character and superior Intel
agent* and has in him the material to
make a fine soldier.
Better Stay at Home.
It is announced that W. T. Fowler, of
Elopkimiville, will be the Republican
candidate for Congress from the Second
district. Mr. Fowler is a bright young
man, but he had better stay at home
and keep out of the clutches of Henry
Allen. If there was a ghost of a show
for him we would be willing to throw
out a crumb of encouragement. We feel
kindly towards him for he received a
portion of his education in Princeton.-
Princeton Banner.
We live in a country of which the
principal scourge is stomach-trouble.
It is more wide-spread than any other
disease, and, very nearly, more danger-
ous.
One thing that makes it so dangerous
is that it is so little understood
If it wereebetter understood, it would
be more feared, more easily cured, less
universal than it is now.
So, those who wish to be cured, take
Shaker Digestive Cordial, because it
goes to the root of the trouble as no oth-
er medicine does. The pure, harmless
herbs and plants, of which it is com-
posed, are what render it so certain and,
at the same time, so gentle a cure.
It helps and strengthens the stomach,
purifies and tones up the system.
Sold by drue,gists price ten cents to $1
per bottle.
Was Born in This City.
Mrs. Jessie B. Donaldson, who died
recently at her home, 110 8. Summer
street, Nashville, Tenn , was born and
reared in this city. `the was married to
Mr, Jac T. 'Rinaldo% in 0044 and three
years later locoed to Nashville where
she nodded up to the limo of her death
The Right Aelaress,
betters for the soldiers at Chickamau-
ga should be directed "John Smith, Co.
Kentucky Regiment, Camp
Thomas, Chickamauga, Ga."
MI.0 Rice.
- -
Miss Daisy Rice, who was a student
at Western Kentucky Normal School in
the spring of '96 and '97, and who is
such a successful teacher has secured a
position in the graded school at Hop-
kinsville for the coming year. We hard-
ly know which to congratulate most,
Miss Rice or the city of Hopkinsville.-
Madisonville Hustler.
WALTIR B. FOULED.
Son of Rev. Ernest Foulke Dies at Gal-
len, New Mextoo.
Walter E., oldest son of Rev. and Mrs
Ernest Foulke died at the home of his
parents at Gallop, New Mexico at 8:30
o'clock Sunday morning. A telegram
received by Mr. Foulke father in this
city brought the sad intelligence. The
youth's death was due to spinal menegi•
tie from which he had been a great suf-
ferer for several months. He was the
oldest child of his parents and was born
in this city prior to their departure.
The many Ilopkinsville friends of Rev.
and Mrs Foriiirs extend deepest tympa-
ni) to th. in in then 0 re ae. meet
---eeeeteezeenVersort
The circuit court room was crowded
Monday upon the convening of the
court. The interest of the spectators
centered largely in the case of the State
against young Claude Wadlington,
charged with killing Parks Willson at
Gracey last winter, the case being set
for trial to-day.
Defendant's Attorneys
Col. R. A. Burnett cad Judge Jae K.
Garnett, of Cadiz, who with Hon. Jas.
Breathitt and Mr C. H. Bush. of the
local bar, represent the defence, were
on hand.
The presence of Hon. James Simms,
of Bowling Green, was in the nature of
surprise. Mr. Simms has been engaged
to assist Hon. Fenton Simms, of Cadiz,
Mr. Feland and Commonwealth's Attor-
ney Howell la the prosecution. Mr.
Simms is one of the ablest criminal law
yers in the State and has a reputation as
an orator second to that of no man in
this section. He is not only a power
before a jury but he is learned in the
law and a master in the management
and conduct of his cases.
To the surprise of members of the bar
and the audience, the Commonwealth
announced through Mr. Howell that it
was not ready to enter into trial and
entered a motion for continuance. The
motion was allowed and the continued
to the 13th day of the next term. The
witnesses were all recognized for their
sppearance on that day.
The case of the Commonwealth
tgainet Dr. Moore, charged with mall-
:Mee cutting, was continued to the
seventeenth day of the next term.
Oases Continued.
Orders were entered continuing the
mules of Bob Wall and B. G. Phipps to
the 13th day of the present term. Each
Each is charged with breaking into
storehouses. Both defendants are now
n jail. Phipps is the man who is
!barged with robbing the store of L B.
eCing, at Pon two weeks ago.
WARRANTS ARE HOMED.
IA•olored Men Charged With Complicity
In the Murder of Jos Waite.
FAST NAY HEMPSTEAD.
Since Mr. W. P. Norton, of this city,
and Mr. Headley, of Lexington, pur-
chesed the great colt, Ornament, and
the sensational filly, May Hempstead,
they have held the latter back and pre-
pared her especially for the great Tria
Stakes, to be run at Sheepshead Bay,
New York, on Jane 25th. This will be
one of the greatest races of the year
The purse is worth $30,000, and this in-
ducement will bring a field of the fastest
thoroughbreds in America to the post.
May Hempstead has not started this
season, but her sensational performance
last spring, her royal breeding and her
woll-knowu speed and endurance will
combine to give her a strong folloeing
in the betting ring.
The filly is in splendid condition and
her trainer expects her to capture the
rich prize for her popular owners.
Ornament will start Saturday in the
great Suburban, at New York. He
is a favorite already in the
betting and will go to the
post odds on favorite. Ornament is In
hue condition, hi. great victory in the
Handicap has given him prestige on the
turf second to that of no horse on the
American tart lie *will meet in the
Aburhan practically the same field
which he defeated in the Handicap,
with the exception of the unbeaten
Western mare Imp. In the opinion of
well.posted tutfmen Imp is the animal
that Ornament must best. The Nsw
Bite tips the race all follows: Orna-
nient, first; Imp, second ; Ben Halide,.
third.
Coroner James Allensworth appeared
beta, Judge Cansler Mon. morning and
.wore out warrants for the arrest of
Wesley Gaut and E. Cowherd, charging
isern with complicity iu the murder of
foe White, near Garrettsburg Sunday
norning. The warrants were turned
rver to the Coroner, who will serve
them or deputise someone else to do it.
The evidence addnoed,at the inquest
unducted by Coroner Allensworth fully
warrants the proceeding. It was shown
by the testimony that both men were
present at the time of the killing of
the killing of White, and were with the
group of men who were firing pistols.
Albert Haskius, who was arrested by
,he Coroner, is lying in jail and will
waive examination, as the grand jury
will take up the cue Wednesday. The
Ooroner is very much interested in bring
tug the guilty parties to justice, and
will give the grand jury all the assis-
tance in his power to this end.
THE AMES BUGGIES.
- -
The Ames Buggies, made at Owens-
boro, Ky., are to-day the best buggies
for the money on the market. They
have the style, finish and draft over any
euggy brought to Hopkinsville or made
n Hopkinsvilla We will place them
side by side with any buggy in this city,
men at higher prima, and guarantee
them to out-last, out-wear, and out-run
my so-called high job sold in this city.
We have some low grade buggies at a
clinch cheaper price, such as Delker and
others of similar grade, but we recom-
mend the Ames, something we can guar-
antee. If it is a rubber tire job you
want we have them. Give us a call.
J. B. FOLEY & 00.,
108 Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
WHEN, WHERE AND HOW
Democratic Candidates For Congress
Will Be Selected.
First District-July 16. Congress-
man Charles K. Wheeler will have no
opposition, so the committee will proba-
bly declare him the nominee without
holding a convention or primary.
Second District-Julio.29 at Hender.
son. Mr. H. D. Allen, of Union, e ill
be nominated without opposition.
Third District-June 15 at Bowling
Green. Congressman John S. Rhea
will be nominated without opposition.
Fourth District-On April 24 Con-
gressman David H. Smith was nomi-
nated without opposition.
Fifth District-Congressional com-
mittee will probably meet later in the
summer and fix a date for a primary or
convention.
Sixth District-Congressional com-
munise has sot yet met to decide on a
date for a convention.
Seventh District-Committee will
neee It Frankfort June 15 and ;declare
--semen E. E. Settle theenominee
euarict-Conveution July 12
at Danville. The candidate/ are Messrs
J. B. MoCreary, J. li Thompson, G.
Gilbert, Ben Untidier and J, Mort
Both well.
Ninth District -00tiretilion August
I) at Uyntitiana. Mr, James Kohoe, of
Maysville, will Mobil/1y be She anti
nes,
Tenth Distriol-Oonvention June stt
at West Liberty, The candidates are
H. B. Kinsolving, of Montgomery coup
ty ; John E. Garner, of Clark ; D. 1)
Sublett, of Msgoffin, and Congressman
T. Y. Fitzpatrick, of Floyd.
Eleventh District--Oommittee has
not yet considered the question of mak-
ing a nomination.
ATTENTION DEMOCRATS.
Precinct Conventions June 25th, and
County Conventions Two
Days Later.
On'June 25, at 2 p. m., the voters and
those who shall have become legal vo-
ters at the November election following.
will assemble by precincts to select dele-
gates and instruct to the county con-
vention at Hopkinsville, the Monday
following, which will instruct delegates
to the District Convention at Hender-
son on the 29th.
It is of general importance that the
full strength of the Democracy shall
come out on the 25th.
Handsome Quarters.
The Medley Reel Company have fitted
up elegant quarters in the Beard block,;
over Frankel's. The company will
move its headquarters into these root, -
where samples will be kept and busine-ss
will be transacted. The popular gentle-
men at the head of this successful en-
terprise will be glad to have their friends
rail, an I •01 rporttmt it are weleome.'
''"''.'•••••
CERULEAN SPRINGS
The Season Is Now On
-Opening Ball
Friday, July 1st.
-
DR. FUQUA HONORED.
Is Appointed Surgeon With
the Rank of Major.
SAYS HE WILL ACCEPT.
Brief Sketch of A Distinguished Citizen and
Surgeon Of This City
WAITING FOR COMMISSION AND ORDERS
On June 12th, Dr. Wm. M. Fuqua re-
ceived the following dispatch, dated at
Washington and signed byAssistant Ad-
jutant General Carter:
"You have been recommended for an
appointment as surgeon of one of the
regiments of immune.. Nenessary to
have full ehristian name before nomina-
tion can be made."
Dr. Fuqua had made no formal appli-
cation for the position and was not
aware that his friends at Washington
were pressing his claims. The dispatch
In another column will;be found the
announcement of the opening of the fa
mons Oerulean Springs hotel under the
new management.
Messrs. Boyd and Turney, who have
leased the famous property, are deter-
mined to spat) no pains or expense in
maintaining the reputation of Cerulean
To this end extensive improvements
have been made on the buildings and
grounds and no little labor expended in
enhancing the delightful environment,
The cuisine, which has always been a
feature of life at Cerulean, will be kept
up to the high standard which has made
the hostelry fatuous in years past.
The hotel is now open for the recep-
tion of guests and the season is now on
The opening ball will be given on the
evening of Friday, July lot, when an
excellent orchestra will be in attendance
and will remain the balance of the sea-
son.
Cerulean will continue to be the most
popular summer resort for the society
people of Hopkiusville, Clarksville, Pa-
dricah, Princeton and other neighboring
cities.
SIRS. H. T. COLEMAN.
Succumbs to Death After an Illness of
Two Mouth..
Mrs. B. T. Coleman died Tuesday at
her home on West Fifteenth street after
an illness of nearly two months. She
was the wife of Mr. Ben Coleman, a
popular employee of Forbes & Bro.
While her death was not unt xpected,
the announcement will 'be none the less
gad to many devoted friend.
The body was sent to Mayfield at 2
o'clock this afternoon, where the fun-
eral and interment will take place tO-
OICOTOW.
In Every C•unty,
Secretary of the Agriculture at Wash-
ington has appointed Mr. Sam S. Shep-
herd, of the land office, state statistical
agent for Kentucky. This is a new of-
fice, having been recently created. Mr.
Shepherd will appoint sub
-agents in
every county of the State, who will re-
port the exact condition of the crops
every month to him.
from the Assistant Adjutant General
was the first intimation he had that he
had been recommended. After comply•
fog with the instructions he resumed
his professional duties ,here resolved to
make no active fight for the place.
The Nashville Banner of yesterday,
contained a brief special from V• aehing.
ton to the effect that Dr. Fuqua had
been recommended and the morning pa
pers announced his appointment as Sur-
geon of a regiment with the rank of
Major.
Dr. Fuqua said this morning to a NEW
ERA man that he would accept. He et -
poets no further communication from
the department at Washington on the
subject until he receives his coeunis-
Rion and orders to report for duty.
Dr. Fuqua is sixty years of age, and
was born in Charlotte 0o., Virginia H.
graduated from the Virginia Modica]
College in 1859, and located at
Richmond. In August, 1891, he was
appointed Assistant Surgeon in the Con
federate army and was assigned to duty
in Libby prison whese he remained un-
til 1662. He was then prommoted Is
Surgeon and served with the armies of
Virginia and Tennessee until the close
of the war.
He located in this city in 1868 and re
mained here until leel, when he Was
elected to the.cbair of Anatomy in the
hospital college at Memphis which he
was obliged to resign after several years
on account of ill health.
Dr. Fnqua's many warm friends in
this city will be proud uf the honor thus
thrust upon hins,but will regret to lost
him.
T., Bost!
Tilt First!
Latest
Telegraphic Reports
Of The wAR
Foreign, National and State news;
m rket revolt i,Talmage sermon,
Lam and Couniy news.
The DAILY NEW ERA
They have recently added Scripp
McRae telegraph senice to their al
ready splendid service and will give
you the very best serNice up to 4
o'clock p m. The Daily New Ers
mailed to any address at 10c per
week.
DAILY NEW ERA,
Flopkinsville, Ky.
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Cerulecin Springs Hotel
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!P The hotel is now open for guests. The Ste
1.111 Opening Ball FRIDAY, JULY 1st. M/
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The best band will remain at the
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Springs during the entire season. eVrri
Hotel Accommodations Are the Best.
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is a pleasant, efficient soap forClairettein
la dry and general use. Works quickly and
we 1 and injures notl::-:, Sold everywhere.
s• r k hi,
THE N. K. PCRBA)K COMPANY, St. Louts.
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We Are Going to Quit
...PROFIT MAKING...
For 30 Days.
And txdctly one month earlier than usual we
inaugurate our GRAND CLEARANCE
SALE OF SEASONABLE GOODS.
Th sale commences WEDNESDAY, MAY 18,
and ill close SATURDAY, JUNE 18, thus giving
you opportunity to buy your Spring Goods at
great reduced prices. Each day during the sale will
brin forth many great bargains, and those who do
not c me during this sale will miss an opportunity of
a life ime. In addition to the extreme low prices we
offer e have an elegant line of furniture consisting
of B ok Cases, Tables, Screens. Rocking Chairs,
Writ ng Desks, Hat Racks and Medicine Cabinets
whic we are going to give to our customers alisolute-
Ty fr of charge. These articles are elegant 4:1,1 will
ador any home. Remember, we guarante,  iu.ore for
your oncy than any other house or your money
back.
RICHARDS & CO.
limillimm.11111111=12
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I Don't Send Out Large Circulars As
IT'S TRUE 1
Others Do, With Flaming Cut
Prices, Cut Half in Two.
But this I have to say, and its true, my
large and well assorted stock in every line,
consisting of black and fancy Silks and
Satins, black and fancy Dress Goods, dress
trimmings, white goods,.sheetings and do-
mestics, fancy goods, notions, cheaper
N than anybody. The largest line of WashFabrics in the city. Ladies' Muslin Un-
derwear, furnishing goods, nice line of
Ladies' Shirt Waists, splendid line of par-
asols and umbrellas, large and well as-
sorted stock of moquett, velvet and in-
grain carpets, rugs, mattings, linoleum
and oil cloths to select from, and to make
long matters short, visit my store, get my
prices, and I will save you money.
Respectfully,
'I'. rex, garc•ia.s;
• • • ibi- ,*-‘%•zzzzzz14
0 YOU KNOW
We are showing a new and exclusive
line of Worsteds, Oberiots, Oassimeres,
novelties in Fancy Worsteds, Trouser.
lug, etc., etc., our practical knowledge
of the tailoring trade enables us to offer
the public
Clothing That Cannot Me [quake la
Style, rit and Workmanehip.
Nothing delivered unless entire, y Satis-
factory. We are busy, but take ;,,osh.
nre in showing our line, call and see us,
HOOSER & DUNCAN,
Ninth Sired. : Hopkinsville, tiv
• • r• pfiz•.•  • e • • '-„,•••• •••  '4. tohj•••24u•••• • i" tie.* k• 1.Z
r'!„' of our guests. Special rates by the monthor " it.•••-•144"..
IA The best of attention given to the comfort
fp to families. Send for pamphlet or write to \I-/ 1,• 4
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Boyd Turney, Prop's. ‘.1/ Royal Liquor Co.1,11; •
CERULEAN, KY. .. •t•-• .4201-203 S. Main St.
\-7 Handlers of Leading Brands Kentucky
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A Beautiful
Present
l'REE for a few months to all users of the
elebrated ELASTIC STARCH, (Flat Iron
:trend). To induce you to try this brand of
tarcb,so that you may find out for yourself
'ziat all claims for its superiority and econ-
my are true, the makers have had prepared,
et great expense, a Series of three
GAME PLAQUES
exact reproductions of the $io,000 originals by Iduville, which will be given
you ABSOLUTELY FREE by your grocer on conditions named below.
These Plaques are eo inches in circumference, are free of any suggestion of
advertising whatever, and will ornament the most elegant apartment. No
manufacturing concern ever before gave away such valuable presents to it.
customers. They are not for sale at any price, and can be obtained only in
the manner specified. The subjects are:
American Wild Ducks, American Pheasant,
English Quail, English Snipe.
The birds are handsomely embossed and stand out natural as life. Each
Plaque is bordered with a band of gold.
ELASTIC STARCH
has been the standard for 25 years.
TWENTY-TWO MILLION
packages of this brand were sold
last year. That's how good it is.
ASK YOUR DEALER
to show you the plaques and tell
you about Elastic Starch. Accept
no subetitute.
How To Got Them:
All purchasers of three 10 tent or
six Sent packages of Elastic Starch
(list Iron Brand), are entitled to re-
ceive from their grocer one of these
beautiful Osow Pisapass free. The
plaques will isot be sent by mail.
They can be obtained only from your
grocer.
Every Grocer Keeps Elastic Starch.
Do not delay. This offer
is for • short Use only
•
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and Tenneske Whiskies.
I vate Stock
WHISK I :
at Crown,
It Prontimi,
• d Payne,
ystal Springs,
°mucky Belle,
derson County,
I bertson County,
d Nelson.
Private Stock
WINES:
I-lisnnesy*** Brandy,
Mum's Ex, Dry Chun
Werner's " " "
St, Julian, St, Ertephe
Oppenheimer, Sherry,
Hockhimer, Rusling.
Blackbery, Catauba,
Port.
At oir hii.15),TI: retreat, 1HE
VAL BAR, this collection of Liquors
a d Wines is distinguished by the
t steful manner in which they are
s rved, which displays a marked ad-
v ncement in this direction.
Finest Cigar Store in Kentucky.
S. J. SAMUEL & CO
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The fist Otter Ever- Made by a Newspaper
LANttt  
The Seuti-Weekly Republi , the best general nee •; L: ..r r the world,
oontaing all the news in eight ee twice a week, and The Repub..' Model Mag-
azine, one year for $1 be.
The Republic Sunday Magazine was the newspaper success of e A home
journal of the best class, 18 large pages every week, 4 pages of fun. : pewee of the
brightest anti best reading printed. It contains more high-ele•• • (..",t• • Or 'car.
toons than were ever attempted in any other publication Al.-, :.• 'lei: •
rs con 'autho to The Republic Magazine than to er • !,er •-•t, rr.
cation. Thq Magazine will be sold ouly in connection with She week,y 1•e-
public, but is mailed separately on Friday of each week.
Address sill orders to
THE RFPITI 1^ c'" -•.•-
trerk•kk.r,•••it,_*•••••,;7NK'cr."374,.,
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SPANISH SHIPS IN
KEY WEST WATERS.
Scripps Naas lessee Service.
KEY WEST, FLA. June 16.--( Special.)- A great sen
sation was created
here this morning by the unexpected return tf t
he Indiana, Detroit, Manning,
t/Arampatuck and Eagl , convoys for the transport fle
et on board of which is the;
Cuban invasion army.
These ships had ben on a reconnoitering trip, an
d they bring back start-
ling news.
They report that Spanish ships are undoOtedly In the
se waters.
The prows censor decline to allow any f her Infor
mation about the result
of the rgeonnoltaring to Su talogriphed from here,
GOOD NEWS COMES ROM CUBA.
kripos- Was Lupe Solviac
Key West, Jane, 16.1—(Special.)—The Cub4 Junta rece
ived important news to-day
from the Secrete*, of the Cuban Civil Govern me
The commutilication .states that Porto Princil o is doo
med.
Capt.-Gen. Planco's conscripts, five thousau4 in nu
mber, have deserted to the
Cubans.
The Spanish garrison at Ncutvitas has aband ned the
 city after burning nearly all of
the buildings.
The Secretary states that one ship can force orto 
Principo to surrender.
He adds that there are ten thousand Cubans
iards at the right moment. tn Havana ready to turn
Oil the Span-
BLACK RAVISHER
WAS LYNCHED.
Caleb Gaines Hanged at
Midnight Last Night
At Glasgow.
ASGAULTED_HIS EMPLOYER'S DAUGHTER.
Berlina-McRae League Service.
GLASGOW, Ky., June 16.- (Special)
-Caleb Gaines, colored, a rape fiend,
was lynched here at midnight last n
ight.
The negro was eighteen years
and came to this county two weeks a
go
and secured employment with Elij eh
Allan, a prominent farmer who lives
four miles from this city.
He criminally assaulted his employ-
er's daughter, who is only four years
old.
He was brought here yesterday morn-
ing by several of Mr. Allen's neighbors
who forced him with whips and
switched to walk the entire distance.
He was put in jail, and last night a
mob forced his cell, took him out and
hanged him.
News of lanila's
Fall Expected.
teeripes-Meitae League Service.
MADRID, June 16.--(Specialt-News
that Manila has fallen is expected at
at any moment. Sagaita is greatly agi-
tated over a dispatch he received yes-
terday from Governor General Angnsti.
The contents of the dispatch are un-
known, but it is feared there has been a
big upriting of the natives in the l'hil-
ippines.
ARMY OP INVASION.
lettelets. Wiese teepee eerele•
WAANINLATUM, ',USN 14,-(ipas,
14) =MN, ALOIS PM'S'''. TIM
•41111A00 11XPIOTTIoN TO UN AOH
ITS DRIITINATION SATURDAY OR
SUNDAY.
MEAN ENOUGH.
Scrips- McRae League. service.
Washington, June l6.-(Special-
The hospital ship Solace has been or-
dered to keep out of range of any Span-
ish vessels or forts. The authorities be-
lieve the Spaniards would fire on the
Solace if given an opportunity.
ANNEXATION RESOLUTION.
Sc ripps- Mt Rae League rvic...
Washington, June 16 -(Special -
The Senate to. day referred Representa-
tive Newland's Hawaiian annexation
resolution to the Foreign Committee.
Firing at Santiago.
[SPICIAL To Nair &RA'
Havana, June 15 -The American
Ilset Monday night approached the
channel of Santiago de Cuba, when the
battery tired five shots, which one of the
ships returned with two shots, when
the Americans withdrew.
Again at daybreak yesterday two
cruisers of the fleet opened fire on the
battery, when the other ships joined in,
firing fifty or sixty shots. The Morro
and Socapa battenes returned the fire
for-some time, when the ships with-
drew. At the Soeapa battery three sol-
diers were slightly woundeded.
Expensive Luxuries.
1 APECIAL TO NEW ISA:
Washington, June 16.-The Secretary
of War has sent to Oongr estimates
of appropriations; for the rny up to
January 1, next, amounting to $13,200,
000, an follows: Regular supplies, Quar-
termaster's Department, $3,000,000;
army transportation, $10,000,000; con-
tingencies of the army, $100,000; secret
service, 1100,000
The amount so far asked for on ac-
count of the war us approximately $391,-
000,000.
Without Delay.
WASHINGTON, June 15 -It Vittfl
said:at 'Washington yesterday that if
the army now generally supposed to be
on the way to Santiago is able to with-
stand the climate of Cuba, the attack on
Havana will be blade without delay.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
•DR
BAKING
POIMIR
A Pere Chafe Cream of Tartar Nader.
' 
R c'T'A kTr• on.
Aresiegie-
American Victory.
OFF GUANTANAMO, lfune 16-The
Spaniards who have been nightly at-
tacking the marines encadiped at Fort
McCalla, on Crest Heights have been
routed and their water supply has been
destroyed in a bold attack by the ma
rines and Cubans, in which forty Span-
iards were killed and eighteen captured
while our loss was only two Cubans
killed and four Cubans an4 two marines
wounded. Twenty-three Marines were
overcome by heat during the engage-
ment. After three days aid nights of
almost ()timeless defense against attack
the marines were left unmolested Mon-
day night and on Tuesdar morning as-
sumed the offensive. l' he Spanish
forces numbered six comp•uies of regu-
lars and two companies 1;:tf guerrillas.
The enemy was met only half a milei
from Camp McCalla, 
andw 
ere at once
attacked. The Spaniards were driven
back three and a half mil•e to the block-
house and wiodmill, wheee they made
a final stand, and were riuted, leaving
forty dead at the blockhouse and the
eighteen who were captuged. After de-
stroying the water supply', the only one
between Guantanamo indite and Orest
Heights, the marines canieback to camp
with their prisoners. The prisoners re-
ported that 600 guerrillae, armed with
machetes, contemplated an attack on
the camp Tuesday night. As a precau-
tion four more companies of mariaes
were landed.
BILL SIGNED.
Scripps-McRae League Service.
WASHINGTON, June 15.-The War
Revenue Bill Las been etgued by Presi-
dent McKinley.' Secretstry Gage imme-
diately issued s circulat of instruction
regarding the bond feature of the bill.
He invites subscriptions for a period of
thirty-two days. The bonds will be
dated August 1, 0194, and will delivered
is soon thereafter is poisitbig.
TALBOT'S LIRRAND.,
sieei.swe Nee lemma lesitelest
KtRillafie Jettiaote, June is --
(lipeeisii-The firinsh -Memos Tullio
sailed from here this
It is rumored that thh vessel is going
direct to Havana to being off British
sub)ects.
SAILS FROM CADIZ.
...'ripp-Mcitae League /Octet.
Gibraltar. June 16 ()indad, one
of the auxiliary cruisers of the Cadiz
fleet has sailed from Caldiz under sealed
orders.
SKIPPER DB.OPPED.
Seripps-NicRac Lcoguc *rN
KEY WEST, Fla., June 16-Special(
-Au American torpedh boat line night
chased a German steaMer for an hour
and tinally,brought he up with a shot
*cross her bow. The ';Uerman skipper
fainted when told he had been pursued
by a torpedo boat.
Yellow Pever.
[SPECIAL TO SEW KRA)
Washington, June e.-The dispatch-
es received by the Mine Hopital ser-
vice to-day show no new cases of yellow
fever in the euspe•ted region. The
Secretary of the Missiimiippi State Board
of Health has wired Surgeon-General
Wyman denying the reports of yellow
fever at Hattiesburg and Shubuta and
says he knows of no cases there.
Pando to be Reinforced.
[SPECIAL TOiNZW lax I
London, Jane l6.-The Madrid corre-
spondent of the Milli Mail says: Gen.
Pando, in command $f the Santiago dis-
trict and Eastern Oua, will shortly be
strongly reinforced Mt order that he may
simultaneously defeat the rebels and
prevent the disembarkation of Ameri-
can troops.
RESULT OF SCORCHING.
[erviciai, TOl NCW IRA)
New York, June 16.-Frank Murphy,
aged 40 years, is thjeught to be dying
and two other men named Thompson
and Hunt, are in th• hospital in New-
ark as the result of escorching' on the
streets of that city to-day. Thompson
ant Hunt on a tandem, and Murphy on
a single bicycle, were racing down
Broad street, heads down, when a cab
turned into the street. Murphy crashed
into the cab with stitch force as to break
the side of the •ehiele, while the tan-
dem riders struck ifiat almost equal ve-
locity. Murphy's Skull was fractured
and Thompson and Hunt were hurt in-
ternally.
FIND PREHISTORIC REMAINS.
[seacise eio NEW IRA)
Toledo, 0., June l6.-Under 18 inches
of ground at Point ark, Ashtabula har-
bor,workmen uncotered seven skeletons.
All had been burie4 in a sitting posture,
and Dr. F. D. Snyder, a recognized ate
thurity, says there Is no question about
the skeletons being those of a rare ante-
dating the Indians! The bodies had all
been buried facingithe South. Dr Sny-
der says the skelethns possessed charac-
tenni°a similar tolthose of the gorilla
and not found in any race of people
now extant. Thege are several mounds
in the locality and they will probably he
opened.
A BOMBARDMENT
ON YESTERDAY.
Texas, Sewanee, and Mar-
bleheaci Pour Shells Into
Spanish Fort.
DONE TO PROTECT THE AMERICAN CAMP
CAMP M'ALLA, JUNE 16 -(SPE-
OIAL.) - LAOAMINERA. ACROSS
GUANTANAMO BAY, FIVE MILES
FROM HERE, WAS BOMBARDED
YESI:ERDAY.
An old brick fort was knocked over
by shots from the Texas. Marblehead
and Suwanee.
The Spaniards fired half a:uozen shots
and fled to bash.
After the fort fell, the Americans
dropped shells into the thickets for more
than an hoar.
The object of the bombardment was
to keep Spanish re-enforcements away
from the camp here
Berry season.
Dewberries are on the market and are
plentiful. Blackberries will be ripe in a
few days. The raspberries are about
gone.
state convention.
It is not improbable that the next
State Democratic convention will be
held in Frankfort. That city is already
at work to secure it.
40.
Georgia Wateamellons.
A car load of Georgia wat:ernit Ions
and three and one-half tons of nhille
passed through the city yesterday on
their way to St. Louis.
- smeses.
mars and Stripes,
--
-
OHO hutotittot and twenty she yosts
Nei 'hired', (Jolt/tees towed a Pewits.
Boo Hist the this of the
Ss** his tattoos iitipeo, sliersofe rod
soft white; thiti the salon he thleSeeti
stays, white la 0 Olos field, represtoti1011
the new oOnstellation- Afkr the ad-
mission of Vermont and Kentucky and
dating from May 1, 1195, two stripes
and two stare were added. On April 4,
tele, another change warn made, reduc-
ing the the number of stripes to thir-
teen and increasing the number of stars
to represent at all times; the number of
States in the Union. Such is the flag
to-day.
Caterpillar.-
A man who has tried it says that to
get rid of caterpillars that are destroying
orchards he bores a hole in the tree deep
enough to reach the sap, fills it with
sulphur and plugs it. The sap takes the
sulphur to every limb and twig and the
caterpillars diz appear at once. lie says
he has used it for years and baa never
known it to injure it tree.
No Third Lieuesnarszs.
The Kentucky companies will not
have third lieutenant& Gov. Bredley
has received a message in response to a
telegram from Senator Lindsay stating
that he had finally secured a ruling of
the department and they had ref used to
authorize the appointment of the office,
thus setting at rest the question. A
hard fight has been made to secure the
office.
Ncw Postmastare.
Two poetmasters for Oristian
county were appointed y.sterday
fOlie : A N.,;tvt chreirtian,
James L. Whitu ; baytotorville, East
Christian, John E. Saunders. Other
Kentucky postmasters were appointed
as follows: Frederick H. Canipbell,A1-
lensville, Todd county; W. J. Elliott,
Beaver, Floyd; H. T. Wise, Chestnut
Grove, Shelby ; Wm. M. Moore, Elka-
taws. Breathitt; Sarah J. Key, Jensen-
ton, Washington; 'Shelby Guy. Hope,
Allen; G. W. Oureeland, Tatunieville,
Marshall; David Abner, Tegee, Clay;
T. F. Whitten, Toms, Johnson; Geo.
Moore, Vend mit nrit, Webster; James
U. Taubee, Vortex, Wolfe.
New Tait.
The Hopkins County Fiscal Court
held a special seat ion and decided to
build a new jail at Madisonville.
--- -
ea.--
Keeps 'Era Guessing.
The Court of Appeals has not yet
elected a custodian. The candidatess are
guessing and the court refuses to say
when they will take it up in joint ses-
sion.
.1•=••••
Buys a Trap.
Mr. Max J. Moayon has purchased a
handsome trap from Forbes; Se Brew..
paying in the neighborhood of $e00 for
it, he tells the NEW ESA. Mr. Moayou
says the vehicle will be the hottest
thing that ever came down a local pike.
-
/11,4S LYON'S KARBIAGE.
Daughter Of Go. 11. Lyos Married to
Lone-vine Tray/dime lE•n•
At the home of Gen. H. B. Lyon, near
1
Eddyville yesterday, Miss (.race Lyon,
the accomplished daughter of the Gen-
eral, and Mr. Thomas Marion Heller, •
popular traveling man from Louisville.
were united in marriage. Tie bride is
well-known in this city whero she has
frequently visited.
Her many Mende here join 'pi sixteen
I cor ro-eenlations.
CALLED TO ORDER
THURSDAY.
Rev. R. W. Morehead Made
MoJerator.
DR. NASH READ
AN ABLE PAPER.
A List el Its Delegates Mee Are In Al-
lenience.
ANNUAL AMON OklIVANIII LAP NMI?.
Mors then is quarter of ii century age
the Baptist minister' of Kentucky or-
ganized themselves into a body which
has since been known as the "Baptist
Ministers Meeting." Each succeeding
year they have held sessions just prior
to the convening of the State ASISOCIft
tion. The membership of the body has
grown steadily and each meeting has
marked an increase in iuterest.
The object of the organization was to
bring the ministers of the Baptist de-
nomination in the State into closer
teach and personal sympathy,to discuss
such questions of doctrine and morale
and church work as were best calculated
to pro,note the interests of Baptists in
this State. These meetings in the past
have proved of great benefit to the min-
isters and profit to the laymen who,have
listened to the learned discutsions. The
topics for the discussion at each meet-
ing are chosen at the preceding meeting
and ministers are assigned to discuss
them. Under this rule ample time is
allowed research and investigation and
the discussions have ever been fruitful
of most satisfactory results.
The ablest Baptist ministers of the
State have affiliated with the organize.
tion since it was instituted. If the pa-
pers which have been read and the die-
cuesions which have been heard at these
sessions were bound into volumes they
would be invaluable contributions to
the literature of the church.
The meeting which began Thursday
promisee to be one of the most in-
teresting and profitable in the history of
the orgautzatiou. The program, ar-
ranged oue year ago at the Georgetown
meeting, embraces several topics of the
deepest intereet to the denomination
and of great importance in ministerial
wo
The meeting was called to order at
ten o'clock yesterday by the Secre-
tary, Rev. J. N. l'restridge, who noun-
uated Dr. Edmund Harrison for moder-
ator pro Sew, Dr. Weaver, the Moder-
ator, not having arrived. Dr. Harrison
was unanimously chosen.
As the first duty of the body at each
meeting after being called to order is
the election of officers it was moved and
carried that the election of a Moderator
and Secretary be proceeded with.
Rev. R. W. Morehead, of Princeton,
was put in nomivation by Rev. I. P.
Mahan, of Clinton. Dr. Weaver was
put in nomination by Rev. I. N. Trotter,
of Louisville. Dr. Morehead was chosen
and assumed the gavel. Rev. J. N.
Prestridge placed I. N. Trotter in nomi-
nation for permanent Secretary. There
were no other nominations and Rev.
frotter was chosen and entered upon his
duties.
The formal program fer the morning
was not followed, several prominent
members of the body who were assigned
to discuss leading topics not having ar-
rived.
Rev. 0.11. Nash read an siegesis bas-
ed upon Colossians 0, 16-17. The paper
was heard with the deepest Meese rod
riposted atiebtietl be the araetabled unln
mope anti the induaistis in the diem.
411thwhieli followed Mr. Pi mit was mu,
altamood 14, a Nithilees of the meet
member• of the hod,
On meeitiu of Res. J. W. Prestridge a
number of visiting ministers, analog
them Rev. J O. Rust, of Nashville
were recognized, and their names en-
rolled as honorary members.
In the absence of Rev. Amos Stout,
who was on the program for a paper,
Exegesis, John 3 :5, ,Rev. J. N. Pres-
tridgo read for him the able article
which he had prepared and forwarded.
This was followed by a discussion of
some length participated in by members
of the body.
It was announced that Rev. G. L.
Morrill, of Owensboro, would speak on
"Church Music" at 2 p. m., and at 1:45
p. m. give an organ recital in the
church.
Mr. Nash moved and the motion was
carried that the following hours for the
sessions be adopted: Meet at 0 a. m.,
adjourn at 12 iii,; meet at 2 p. ne, ad-
journ at pleasure; meet at S p. us., ad-
journ at pleasure.
The Moderator announced the follow-
ing committees:
RESOLUTIONS.
R. N. Mahan, J. G. Bow,
L. T. Codey.
PROGRAMME FOR RNSUINO TERM.
J. L. Christie°, W. H. Felix,
J. W. Fowler. G. L. Morrill,
W. S. Ryland.
The meeting then adjourned to 2 p.m.
Afternoon Session..
In addition to the delegates in attend-
ance upon the ministers' meeting a large
audience assembled at the church at
1:15 o'clock yesterday to hear the
organ recital by Dr. Morrell of Owens-
boro.
The 
eminent
young divine is a mas-
ter of the intrurueut and this feature of
the afternoon's exercises were heartily
enjoyed.
Dr. Morrill followed the organ recital
with an able and interesting discussion
of the subject of church music. His
discourse was replete with useful hints
and excellent suggestions a longthis
and was highly appreciated by laymen
and ministers.
This evening the annual sermon to
the ministels will be delivered by Rev.
J. H. Anderson, of Owenton.
Following are the names of the dele-
gates from a distance who are in attend-
ance, and the homes to which they have
been assigned:
T T Eaton, with Prof. Harrison.
W E Mitchell, with H L McPherson.
A N White, with Mrs Lowry.
J W Loving, with F L Wilkerson.
J D Mocker, with Mrs Lowry,
Shelby Ford, with Cleo. Bradley.
J H 13purlin, with T 0 Hanbery.
W P Harvey, with Bethel College.
J L Wise, with J H Eggleton.
o J Bruner, with Mrs. Terry.
W H Gibbs, wit Mrs Gee Bradley.
S E Haynes, with Hill Moose.
W Riley and wife, Hill House.
W 0 Jones, with J B Trice.
W L Jones, with Major Ferrell.
J E Ilixon, with J H Eggleton.
F W Taylor and son, with Mrs Lowry
Mrs Richardson, Mrs Purod, Mrs
Graham, with Mrs 0 Leaven.
W K Puree!, with Prof Harrison.
Anderson, J H, with Gee D Dalton.
Beazley, T J. with T 0 Williams.
lieville, J W, with E P Fears.
Burlingham, G E, with Mrs J F Wells
Buwner, I W, with J M Dalton.
Carver, W 0, with 0 H Nash.
Codey, L L, with 0 H Nash.
Ohristian, J L, with H H Abernathy.
Crampton, W D, tsith Waiter Kelly.
onstete eivr, I4R JeTwt. thsvitoh SWEWTeericte.
Dickens, E M, with F
IMMO\ •••••••••, ....•••••••
The Os al is lb. 1610..1 1, sole b•Linc vs. Get
Soc.'s. Actium' test% Q... it
third further tb.in
WM!,
1
Law. peels. en ........1.111 MO.
- 
--
behold stol wife with tit it A Ytintig
with Mns Potter,
Ithiglitod, 4 Al, with It M A iiitaretin:
A4, with #110 IS it Ilesiahew
W it with Jim I Trice.
N. with 14 14 tieffmith.
Unpin, W II, with J 0 Buckner,
Hollingsworth, Miss Mary, with 0 H
Nash. •
Hall, S D, with T M Dalton.
Joiner, J W, with B F Eager.
Jackson, E M. with Mrs. Kirkpatrick.
Levy, W J, with Mrs C F Arnold.
Maddox, E H, with Prof Harrison.
Morrill, G S. with Prof Harrison.
Mallen, P W, with Mrs J F Wells.
Mahan, T 0, with Mrs J F Wells.
McMurray, W H, with T J Blaine.
Morehead, R W, with Prof Harrison.
McD iniel, A W, with Mr. L Payne.
Mille, U W, with W T Vaugh.
Nowlin, Wm D. with Mrs L P Payne
Overall, Hiram, with J 0 Buckner.
Paraley, E E, with Mrs. Rawls.
ERue kner, J J, with Walter Kelly.
Rich and wife with Milt Rawls.
Rust, Jno 0, with Mrs Rust.
Ryland, W 5, with J D Russell.
Rover, Wm 0, with R R Donaldson
Smit h, W H, with J 0 Ferrell,
Smith, M 0, with J 0 Ferrell.
Scott, W L, with T 0 Williams.
Spellman. R II, with S E Trice.
Stone, F M, with R () Hardwiek.
Thompson, 0 M, with H U Abernathy
Trotter, I P, with B F Eager.
Thompson, Shad, with Mrs F Rogers.;
Underwood, W (), with J 0 Cook.
Vallendingham, J W, with D R Smith-
sOn.
FATAL FE- fIVALS.
Jo White, a colored man living near
Garrettsburg, in the Southern portion
of the county, was shot and killed at
two o'clock Sunday morning at a colored
"festival" aud dance, which was given
on the Hunt place, one mile east of Gar-
rettsburg.
Joist before the crowd dispersed a
party if four or five young colored men
withorew to the outskirts and began tir-
ing their pistols. The evidence adduced
before the Coroner's jury did not show
that they were drunk or that they in-
tended harm. It was their way of hav-
ing a great time and bringing the festi-
val to a close in e blaze of glory. A
number of shots had been tired when
White, who was standing in the crowd
a short distance from the spot where
the men were firing, was seen to reel
and throw his hand to left side.lie reeled
into a cabin close by and fell prostrate
upon the floor. He was asked who had
fired the fatal shot. He attempted to
speak, but in the act his life went out.
Coroner Alleusworth went to the
scene of the tragedy Sunday and
conducted an inquest. Many witnesses
were examined, the substance of whose
testimony is given above.
All of them agreed that Albert Has-
kins/ was one of the men with the party
who did the _shooting. Hamirins was
placed under arrest by the coroner. He
gave the names of four of his his com-
panions. These are withheld, at the
Coroner'. request, until warrants can
be issued and served. Haskins was
lodged in jail.
The verdict of the Coroner'. jury was
is follows:
We, the jam suttittloord by Coen.
ties Alissswofth, Si, itiol IhitI IIIP (Soy
of the death of Joe Waite, WW1 limos
10, Pow, hod that cud White MOO to
his death froto a pistol woolot in the
hook below the left shoulder blade, 140
by the hands of Albert lissitius."
 
 
---ese-
Taken to Priaoston.
On March 4, 1597, James Russell, of
Caldwell county, was brought to this
city and lodged in jail here to avoid the
vengeance of a Caldwell county mob.
He is charged with complicity in the
murder of a man named Howton who
was killed by white caps in that county
The case had been continued from time
to time in the Caldwell County Courts;
Russell remaining in jail here all the
time except when taken to Priuceten
for arraignment.
Saturday SlietilT Johnson, of Prince-
ton, came over and took the prieont t
back with him again, the trial being tet
for Tuesday.
--
HOW TO sE N Di YOUR DUY MONZY.
Money Order Officers Furnished In All
litilitary Camps.
l'ostmaster Wilgus has received com-
munication from Perry S. heath, first
assistant postmaster general, stating
that for the benefit of those who desired
to send money ord rs to soldiers at the
various camps the Poetottice Depart-
ment had decided to establish money
order offices at Camp George H.
Thomas, Chickamauga park, and also at
Camp Alger, Falls Church, Va.
The address of the Chickamauga sta-
tion will be "Chickamauga l'ark Postal
Cation, Chattanooga, Tenn. The Falls
Church money order office will be a
branch of the Washington office and
will be known as the ()amp Alger postal
station and the address "Washington,
D. 0 ," should be added. This will
prove of great couveuiuce to those who
desire to send money to the soliiere and
the boys in blue will no doubt appreci-
ate this to a greater txteut than any one
else.
"AS THE HART PANTETH."
Miss Rives Forthcoming Novel- Young
Authores•
-
-
Miss !faille Erininie Rives arrived in
the city from New York Sunday and
will spend the summer with relatives
and friends in this city and Clarksville.
The young authoress has entirely re-
covered from her recent serious Wiles,
and has been doing some remarkably
clever work for the New York papers.
She is now engaged in the prepara-
tion of a novel, which will be ready for
the preen in two months. She will
write the concluding chapters here.
The title of the story will be "As The
Hart Panteth." No social or political
theory is to be inducted into this ro-
mance. It will be a trilogy dealing
with the growth and development of a
woman's character from the cradle to
the altar, and the authoresss has given
her best energies and talents to the
work.
When questioned concerning the oft•
en printed announcement of her ap-
proaching marriage with the distin-
guished literateur, Post Wheeler, Miss
Hives ingeniously evaded an answer,
saying archly "nothing, you, know is
certain in New York."
Commander Brain
Commander John 0. Brain, who was
hero recently, was to have given a lec-
ture at Terre Haute Monday night. One
person went to hear it. Terre Haute is
at last becoming progressive.-Evans-
ville Tribune.
...dassilotomoommulakt.
NEWS OF THE COURTS
Cases Against Eight Cor-
porations Called Up.
MANDATE RECEIVED.
1 he Ncgro WesIty Pri.p Is Sad to Hass
o,g,d a Good Many Orders,
CASEs HEARD IN" THELCOUNTY COURT
Atom site, the opeeiott lit the isninutiti
eisseltill ril 0010 yiqti nh Ilso
owe of this
Meitimeith Olothlog
Shoe Iduoth Kasutuohy 1414lItlitif
140110 00., Oreatiant Milling Ow, at this
city; the Pembroke Deposit Rank, tha
Singer Manufacturing One Farmer,
and Merchants Bank of Pembroke, and
the Pope Manufacturing 0o., were call-
ed far a hearing.
These corporations were indicted by
the grand jury on the charge of "unlaw-
fully carrying on business without hav-
ing filed with the Secretary of State a
statement designating an agent upon
whom process can be served."
Mr. J R Hemphill, a clerk in the office
of the Secretary ofiState at Frankfort,
was preseet to testify in behalf of the
Commonwealth as to the alleged failure
to make the report required by law.
The penalty prescribed in such cases
-upon conviction-is a fine of not less
than $100 00 nor more than $1,000:00.
In the cases of the Planters Bank and
the ()reticent Milling Co , demurrers
were entered and argued at length by
the attorneys for the defense, bat were
finally overruled by the court.
In the cases of the Farmers & Merch-
ants Bank, of Pembroke, Singer Mann.
factnring Co., and the South Kentucky
Building & Loan Association, it was
proved that the defendauts had reported
and that they had been indicted by mis-
take, so the indictments were dismissed.
The Crescent Milling company, the
Mammoth Clothing & Shoe company
and the Planters Bank, of this city, and
the Deposit Bank of Pembroke all plead
guilty and were fined $100 and costs
each. The Pope manufacturing com-
pany's case was ordered to the J. fferSOn
comity Circuit Court for trial.
The Circuit Clerk to-day received the
mandate of the Court of Appeals in the
ease of G. E. Meacham's Administrator
against the L. & N. Railroad Company.
It will be remembered that about eigh-
teen mouths or two years ago U. E.
Meacham, in crossirg the L. & N. track
at Kelly Station, was run over and kill-
ed by a train. His Administrator
brought suit tor fifty thousand dollars
damages, but the L. & N's attorney
succeeded in having the case thrown out
of court on a demurrer. The Adminis-
trator took an appeal, but the Appellate
Oourt sustained the action of the Chris-
tian Circuit Court. The decision was
rendered some time ago, but the man-
date of the higher court just arrived.
--
Wesley Shipp, the negro indicted by
the grand jury on a charge of forging
orders for groceries, does not seem to be
such a fool as some of the officers thought.
Several more orders ssid to have been
forged by him, were given to Common-
wealth's Attorney Howell this morning
aud in each of them the signature is said
to have been almost a fac simile of the
writing of the persons whose names
had been forged.
The County Court
In the County Court yesterday after-
noon Geo. Witty, white, Fred Hall,
white,and Willie Owen, col., were tried
for breach of the peace. Witty and
Hall were peek fined one cent and cost,
While Willie Owen was filled Op elol coot
The tividallets shored that itwett had
mile thresh, of sitiotteedetfla sod had
!Owl oteserel shots into Ills lilt us hope.
of being stile tefrorlee the men wIth
whom he heti heels pluervellot
Om and Hiram Witty were also tried
in the County:Court last eveuing. The
charge agslust them was trespass.. The
caste against them was dismissed.
This morning, in Judge Canster's
court Mabel Wood, colored, swore out
a warrant against Lizzie Dade, colored,
alleging that the Dade woman had met
her on the street and cursed her. The
woman was tined one dollar and cost.
Dividend No. 24.
At the semi-aerual nieeting of the
Board of Directors; of the Crescent Mill -
leg Co. the usual dividend of four per
cent. (-1i wae:declared out of the net
earnings ler the six months ending May
Stet, and payable July 1st
F. K. Veer, SOU. and Tress.
clerw2t
Feu Av•rag• (-lop.
Broker M U. Bottles, writes from tee
city to the Western robacco Journal
'I took a thirty tulle jaunt in the eoun-
try this week. Saw considerable tobac-
co land not yet set, and found genera
l
complaint of cut worms atom replanting
required, but feel sure there will be a
full average crop.
Building and
Improvements.
Mr. D. 0. Ottrey's handsome cottage
on South Virginia street. being ereetec
on the lot lately purchased of Sir.
George Herndon, is rapidiy nearing
completion. It will be oile of the most
tasty aril comfortable homes in that
portion of the city.
-0-
The pretty dwelling of Mr. John D
Hill at the corner of Tenth and Clay
streets is practically completed and will
be ready for occupancy in two weeks.
-o-
Work on the large grain elevator
which the Acme Milling Company is
building progresses; rapidly. The frame
work is about completed. The contrite
tors promise to have the building com-
pleted in time for the present crop.
-o-
The Merritt office building' on Main
street, between Fifth and Sixth streets
will be completed within the next few
weeks. The brick work is done and the
interior fiuishings will be quickly com-
pleted.
—0—
It is not unlikely that the Odd Fel-
lows will purchase a desirable building
lot at an early date and let the contract
for the erection of a very handsome.
building. It will be remembered that
the local lodge made an effort to buy a
portion of the Hopson property on Main
street for this purpose recently.
--o-
Mr. N. Zimmer's beautiful two-story
brick veneered dwelling on Clay street C L. A. Washington, W. 
J. Davis, Wyatt H. Ingram,
Is nearing completion and will receive
the finishing touches within the next 
DIRECTOR_3: Jr., M. M. Sh Daw, T. N. Ward, H. . Wicks, F. 8.Adams, T. S. raw,. J. B. Allen.
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The Surgeon's
Cruel Knife.
It is positively
Cancer by the use
disease seems to be I
without considerin
should be, they rut
operating-tabio, an
ments. A surgical
heroic treatment, and as
When resorted to for disc
by, this treatment is sitni
Cancer is a disease? f
surgical operation, and a
or even benefit Cancer, a
that all who submit to
blood disease, the poison
and it is the only cure, for it is t
blade cute the ulcer, but the poison
When my son was six years old, a
pain, and commenced to spread. T
was necessary. After much relucta
they scraped. The operation was a
Before a great chile the Cancer ret
dies without relief, and finally, upon
and with the second bottle he began
disappeared entirely, and he was cu
years old and hue never had a sign o
Being a virulent, destructive pc)
only proper treatment for Cancer is
out the poison. Swift's Specific
proved by the abundance of test imo
failed and, in a number of cases, site
of the disease and forces out every t
forever. Being purely vegetable,
cury, potash, or other mineral, it h
Beware of the knife—it is dal
permanently, and is the only cure f
Our books on Cancer will be se
net for the doctors to attempt to cure
f the knife. This deadly, destructiyi
yond the control of the physicians, anZ
what the logical, sensible treatment
lessly force their patient to the ghastly
proceed to wield their keen instru-
peration should be always regarded as
bsolutely necessary to save the patient's life.
sea which can not possibly he benefited there-
y barbarous.
r which the doctors know no treatment but a
the same time, such treatment never did cure
d never will. It its° absolutely unnecessary
place their livesFui jeopardy. Cancer is a
in the te/nod, and Can not he cut out.
Cures Cancer
e only remedy that reaches the disease. The 
surgeon's
emains in the blood, and never fails to hreak ou
t. afresh.
mall sore appeared on his lip, which gave him e-gre:at de
al
e doctors said he had Cancer, and advised that an o
peration'
ce, we consented, and they cut down to the jawbone which
severe one, but I thought it was the sinly hope for my
 boy.
rned, and began to grow rapidly. We gave him many r
eme-
he advice of a friend, decided to try S. S. S. (Swift's Specific
),
o improve. After twenty bottles had been taken, the C
ancer
• • . The cure was a permanent one, for he is now eighteen
the dreadful disease to retuen. J. N. Muarsos
279 Snodgrass St., Defiles, Texas.
on in the blood, it takes but little reasoning to see
 that the
btood remedy, one which has unusual merit and c
an force
. S. S.) is a positive and permanent cure for Cancer,
 as
of those whom it has cured after all other treatmen
t had
all hope had vanished. It goes right down to tbe ver
;! cause
ace of the taint in the blood, thus ridding the sys
tem of it
id the only blood remedy guaranteed to contata n
o ricer-
Ida up and strengthens instead of pulling down the 
system.
eroua and offers no hope. S. S. S. cures positively
 and
r deaeLly Caneer.
t free lo any address. Swift Specific Co., Atlanta,
 es.
Ladies?
Bodoir
I Slippers...
At  o Pair.
Wo will Pito oitlo Mondny morning V 
Divo orgon
Letdies' Boudoir Slippers the unhetad price) of 
10c 'Air.
Al! Sizes 3 to ri4's,
Finer ones at 2t5c, 36c and 45c.
1
Big Cut in Ladies',, Misses' and Children's Oxfords.
H. ANDERSON & Co I
ar With Spain
Has not been announced, but we beg to officially
announce that w want your trade. Our prices
are cheap on SASH, DOORS, BLINDS, FLOOR
-
ING, CEILING ATHE, SHINGLES, and all
kindsof PAINT and OlLS, DRESSED DUM-
BER.
Da Rich rds
Hopkin ville, - Ky.
few weeks.
•
DIED AT CERULEAN
-
-
While Visiting Her Father, Mrs John-
son. of Union County, a Away
Mrs. Mary Johnson, of Union county,
died Sunday at the home of her father.
Mr. John Sizemore, at Cerulean
Springs, and was buried at the family
grave yard Monday.
Mrs. Johnson was on 'n visit to her
.ak i Wk. •
.THE RO
LAND
ANOFF
ENING
cscomnF6.61....w-isn.
This Company owns 5,640 acres of land in the bee 1 of deep wette
r navigation
on the Yukon River, and on the river f nt of tract on which the
 town-site of
Romanoff City Is located. A saw mill of 10.005 feet per day capa
city In now be-
mug gotten ready to ship from Seattle, anti the Company's three men
--Mr Shaw,
Sir Ward and Mr. Wicks, will leave for laska on N ay 20th, th
eir passage and
arrangements for forwarding freight add all supplie 4 and m
achinery have al-
ready been secured.
The present block of stook at 10 Nen per share will soon he exhauste
d and in
the latter part of the present month anot er offering not to exceed
50,000 Shares will be place4l on subscription at 20 CtS.
BRANCH OFFIOES-Henderao , Ky., and E vanrrille,
 Ind.
L. A. WA8HINGTO Pres. T1V408 BURGH, Secy.
lill!ter r_ornett, Aor% ilopEnsv
A Gas
Range...
is good all the year-in !..en,
mei its indispensible.
Touch a .metch to-it It's mach/
Turn the valve it's out.
Kitchens stay cool and clean
cooking is done perfectly, ex•
pense stops when gas is turn-
ed off. We will eel all stoves
at COSS.
We also ere agents
for the Genuine
Welsbach Lights.
llopkinsvilk Gas Co.
''''''4""`"..elee'832""a411)1111ete. • -'4;42111
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MiaMetammeareiloirmaisammiseseasenamillenamsee, 
A PRACTI; U.4 HELP.
EV. A .oAGE TELLS WHAT THE
nee, ...et OUGHT TO BE.
-----
r 
Ennineat Devise Says the Congress-
Use Shonld Stag asd That a Pew Mimes
•re Looses- Sermisais Most Be Simpler
mad Forested-Prayer Ls Helpful.
Copy 71.g -, INS. by American Press Asso-
ciation.]
W %sit ', emote June 12. -If people we-
enie set religion to be the practical re-
nforceanent that Dr. Talmage says it is
a this sermon, the number of Christian
heciplee would be greatly multiplied;
text, 'realms xx, 2, "Send thee help
frcen the sanctuary."
U Tee should ask 50 men what the
thurch LA, they would give you 50 dif-
Ifereeit *newer& One man would say,
f'' It is A , tt. yott' -.en of hypocrite& " An-
tether. l• . e. essembly of people who
IftC1 tilt•nit• ta a great deal better than
nthere. eeother, "It is a plane for
leromle `A- here wolvererie dispoeitions
kievour , ach other." Another, "It is •
lase l'.::r the cultivation of superstition
ii .A./...; '.. " Another, "It is an arsenal
-here eenilogians go to get pikes' and
enuseecs end shot." Another, "It is an
gallery, where men go to admire
-rand arches and exquisite fresco and
!emote werhle and the Dantesque in
esene ,- eonry." Another Mall would
::::,3 beet place co earth ex
e et : e a home." "If I forgot th
) Jereetesm, let my right hand f
r i.D.1..171R'!"
,,s- ., .. itever the church is, m
telt yea what it ought to
.great, practical. homely, oruniputen
bele • • e,e_' •e,--- e• :p from the sanctuf
'are '' 'lee ,• - ee et to yield restfull
tees fer en, eedy. The oolor of the up.
he:leery ceet to yield pleasare to the
eve Tbe -oure service ought to yield
aerength ' r the moil and struggle of
eeeeeeee ..e). The Sabbath ought to be
tartiesned LO all the six days of the
week. drawing them in the right direc-
tion. Tbe church ought to be a maple
visibly and mightily affecting all
homes of the worshipers. Every
gete roughly eetled, gets abneed. get*
ems, gets insulted, gets alighted, gets
exaciperetect fly the time the Sabbath
comee ae has en accumulation of six
eiays of annoyance, and that is a starve-
ling church servioe which has not
atrenoth enough to take that accnm
eel sanoyence and hurl it into peediti
'The business man sits down in ch
'headachy fr,:,ie ,:--. •ook's engagemen
Perhaps he woe.- e ee had tarried
*tome en the loc._ee with the newspee
pen; end the areoes. That man wants
ao be :creed off e... erscioualy diverted.
The tirst wee, '.ne religious service
<meths to nine -ese -ver the hurricane
elects end lee \ ,, • - e with holy
hincl glad AZ.1 <•,..h • ...k. ' .. ' 1:e.i. "Send
*hes help teem the say
Seactuary it, ,
In the floret place, ae. - ..e,--e help ought
Ito oome from the e ... - A woman dy-
eing in England itotr••••••1 in singing te
lithe last moment. The attendants bied
Ito persuade her to stop, Raying it would
sexhamt her and make her disease were&
*Me answered i "I must sing. lam only
spracticiee; for the heavenly choir."
Moak an earth is a rehearsal for make
hin heavem. If you and I are going to
tteake part. in that great orciaestra, it is
!thigh time that we were stringing and
lethrumming our harps. They tell us that
`Thasberg and Gotteshean never would
Igo :nu a eencert until they had first in
tprivate rehearsed, although they were
bmcli masters of the instrament. And
ti. it ee that we expect to take part;greto - rat aio of heaven if we
loot renestee- .s,-.7"-• ?
Bet i a:.. . . aeaking of the next
sat:eel este: a::: esug ought to set all
the weck to music. We want not mane
Illarracsu v. not more artistic expression,
but /.1101,1 volume in OUP church musks
'The nee:tee 1!seenting churches far
Manacle ,)t-.7. d.....ei ,..._i. churches in this
respeet. An Eng , -a audience of 1,000
peoele will give ua re volume of sacred
acne then an American audience of
19,e00 people. I do not know what the
treastxi l& Oh, yon ought to have heard
te,hezu sing ',a. Sarre, aseoel ! I had the
vogeportun sy of pr-eL .....g the anniver-
sary- I a. as • a. ..._:setieth anniversery
-aseniee le e., e ...fed Hill's old chapel,
and when they lifted their voices in
emend soug it was /amply overwhelm-
ing, and ',lien, in the evening of the
same day, el Agricultural hall. many
thousand voices lifted in doxology. It
was like the voice ef many waters. and
like the vuu» of many thunderings
like the voice of heaven.
'The Mewing thrilled through all the
Orme.
And brawn was won "-+ , '- .,..,-, ,to f .o,ne.
New. I era no w 7,..:' : -.. r '.. .o.....Se.
I believe that if our A . . o . an chte hes
would with full hearteeee et sce. end
full emphasis of voice sing the e nos
sat Zion. thie part of sacred w :ell
would have tenfold more power te. el it
has now Why not take this part of the
sacred service and lift it to where it
-ought te be/ All the annoyancee of life
might ee drowned out by that sacred
*cog le) you tell me that it is not
fashionable te eee very loudly? Then,
I my, away so.' .. - - faahion. We darn
'back the areat M a stoppi of congrega-
tional sineees e- - :et a few droPe of
meiotic ''..rbAt .-, l.:."- .:gh the dam. I say
take away r,re, asa and let the billows
roar on steer •.•' cr to tee asesaja haws
of Gad. Were sr: it is faahioneble OD
sing hmd. 7 r :„.t .t'S us sing witb all
possible emeeee.
moo., i .. the Church.
• We hear a grealt deal of the art of
singing, of music as an entertainment.
ot lauste as a reereation. It is high time
we heard sornete, rat f M.-% 'It' 1,‘ a help,
a practical asela la T .,, T ', .„ Jill, we
mtu:seelhave only a fee Lam, New
and new hee • • - ev Stmday
maks pcor oonstreee - . ... , - ,. '.g. Fif-
ty hymns are et, ,..:' , '1,-, ytare The
Zpinoopal ch -ur--L i,,r-u v 4 `.1-03 tame prayers
emery Sebtee. le- . year after year and
century &foe ,o,e;ry. For that MOOR
they have the earty response*. Let us
take a hint a ':-. that fact and let us
Ong the aams s taps Sabbath after Sab-
bath. On., . . at way can we came to
tne full foe., 1 this exercise. Twenty
thomeatai years will not wear out the
hymns of William Cowper, Charles
Wesley mid Lam Watta Suppose now,
each person in en audience ham 'brought
sal the annoyanoes of the lest 365 days.
Fill ihe r,.-!!-I to the ceiling with sacred
Log. seo - -n would drown out all
thrall" ELL r.1, ,- taltIlll of the last 885 days.
and you a, ', : i Innen them out forever.
Oman to: - , 'of are only to manthiJ
the vel-o , . ' - - veice fall into 1
and In .,, 1:: IA :..', a :.,1 in battalions
norm lake the obduracy and sin of th
world. If you cannot Bina for yourself.]
sang trit &HUMS. ny wyeng to give OW./
era good cheer, you will bring good
cheer to your own heart
When LIndonderry, Ireland, wae be-
sieged many years ago, the people inside
the city were famishing and a vessel
came up with provisiona, but the vessel
ran on the river bank and stuck fast.
The enemy went down with laugh
and derision $o board the vemel, w
the vessel gave a broadside fire aga
the enemy and by the shock was t
back less aa stream and all was well
Oh, 7- e , are high and dry co the
rocks r • a nely, give a
fire .1 *44 seemst your spirttual
mos. and by holy rebound you
come out lnb) the cairn waters, if
wiser to na s .1 ourselves happy, we m
melte ate ta . ssay Mythology tells us
of Atli ;.rt _ i A A, played his lyre until
the filtilWri !:111 wan FlUrT•fi asul the
walls I roones aroma bus rilifftha Ism
a mightier Mary Sti tell , ft haw Christian
&mit me,' bullet whole temple* of star.
nal pl. and lift the round earth Into
sympathy with the shloet
A HarMallip mein,
f terfetel many alghse In London, and
I need to hear the bells. %be wall Willa
ef the filly, teethe the hour of tilght-1,
11, 8, i - . and among them the great Kt.
Paul -, ,-ute•olnil would oome In to mark
the hours, making all the other sounds
seem utterly insignificant se with
mighty temps it announced the hour of
the e eeht, every etreke an overmaster-
ing eom. My friends, it wee intended
chef. all the lesser sounds fit the world
shoed be drowned out in the mighty
tone se of congregational song beating
epeeist tee eats) of heaven. Du you
It I. - n e.ey murk the hours in
heaven, v have no choke sr they
flii V t,, at, •Iii.. ...a. btlt. ilt great pendulum
t,f ha: ..-, .,,.t ... , _Ica across baaven
(rum ,,, eve e., e tsar
IV h., 1... , . , „ 0 tkidi
Wet .Iiii.le,i , - .t tqW4IF Mee
alit, atilt .01104111 , a ell,r,.•.1.
i A mo.1 resgrall, • remark ten!. sia t , Y help door II meet maw open. TOM* are
mot et Sei ,70(nnin f r, -, It ...,1 ,tir ill ( f heely ; is : 10 apentlinn their Mitt Pah.
' . 1.1 il One* • ..... . , t.,.. . H„ , ,.
'-
MALI] want sympathetic limp? o yen
guess IOU? Do you guests 000? Y have
guessed wrong: I will tell you j st the
propurtiou. Out of Low 'outdo in any
audience there are just 1,000 w o need
sympathetic help. These young peoale
want it jusa as mush as th0 4111 . 'rho
people :sometimes seem to thi k they
have a motiopuly .f the rhen: anon.
and the neuralgine, and the heafaches,
and the physical disorders the world,
but I tell you there are no wo heart-
aches than are felt by sonic of th youug
people. Do you kuow that mud of the
work is done by the young? phael
died at 37, Richelieu at 31, (i suivus
Adolphus died at 3a, Innocent tame
to his mightiest iufluence at 37. Gortets
conquered Mexico at 30, Don Jobu won
Lepanto at 25, Grotius was attorney
general at 24. and I have notiond amid
all chimes of men that some of the se-
vereet battles and the tougheat work
come before 80. Therefore wi) must
have oar sermons and our exhoetations
in prayer meeting all'sympathetlo with
toe young. And so with theed people
further on in life. What do thew doc-
tors and lawyers and merchaats and
mechanics care about the absttactione
of religion? What they want is help to
boar the whimsicalities of patients, the
browbeating of legal opponents, the un-
fairness of customers who have plenty
of fault finding for every impetfection
of handiwork, but no praise foil:: ex-
cellences. What does the brain ked,
hand blistered man care for ZWingli's
"Doctriue uf Original Sin" or Augus-
tine's "Retractions?" You might ate
well go to a man who has the eleurisy
and put on his side a plaster node out
of Dr. Parr's "Treatise un Med cal Ju-
risprudence."
Divine Prescription.
While all of a sermon mayl not be
helpful alike to all, if it be a Christian
sermon, preached by a Christiao man,
there will be help for every onle some-
where. We go into an apotnecary's
store. We see others being wetted on.
We do not coleplain Decease we do not
immediately get the medicine. Vfe know
our turn will come after awhile. And
so while all parts of a sermon May not
be appropriate to our case, if We wait
prayerfully before the sertnon
through we shall have the divine pre-
scription_ I say to young men Who are
going to preach the gospel, we want in
oar eermons not more metaphyeics, nor
more imagination, nor more logic, nor
more profundity. What we Want in
our sermon' and Christian exhottatious
is more sympathy. When Father Tay-
lor preached in the Sailors' Bethel at
Boston. the Jack Tars felt they liad help
for their duties among the ratlines and
the forecturtlea When Richard Weaver
preached to the operative@ in Oldham,
Englend. all the workmen. felt they had
more grace for the spindles. Wheu Dr.
South preached to kings and princee
and princesses, all the mighty den and
women who beard him felt preParation
for their high station.
People will not go to church merely
sa a matter of duty. There will not
next Sabbath be 100 people in this city
who will get up in the morning and
say: "The Bible says I muse go to
church. It is my duty to go to 'clanrole
therefore I will go to church. " The vast
multitude of people who go to church,
go to church because they liktO it, and
the multitude of people who stay away
from church stay away became Ethey do
sot like it. I am not speaking about the
way the world ought to be. I ant speak-
atout the way the world is. ;Taking
as they are, we must miake the
centripetal force of the church utightier
than the centrifugal We mutt make
our churches magnets to draw the peo-
ple thereunto, so that a man will feel
uneasy if he does not go to charch, say-
ing "I wiah I had gone this morning.
I wonder if I can't dress yet and gee
there in time. It la 11 o'clock; nnw they
are singing. It is half past 11; now
they are preaching. I wonder wben the
folks will be home to tell us what was
said, what has been going on." : When
the impreasica is confirmed that our
churches, by architecture, by music, by
sociality and by sermon, shall be made
the most attractive places on earth, then
we will want twice as many churches
as we have now, twice as large, and
then they will not half acoommodate
the people.
Forceful Religion.
I my to the young men whether) en-
tering the ministry we must put on
more forte" more energy and itto our
religious services more vivacitY If we
want the people to come. You look into
a church court of any denominetion of
Christiana. First you will find the men
of large common sense and earnest look.
The education of their mind.s, the piety
of their hearts, the holiness df their
lives croalite them for their work. Than
you wici III211 in every church court of
every denomination a group Of men
who utterly amass you with the fact
that such semi-imbecility oan get any
pulpits to preach in. Those are the men
who give forlorn statisticsisboue church
decae!,- en never croak In run-
ning ,hZ,r a. ways in stasoutue, But I
say to ail Christian workers. to all Sun-
day school teachers, to all evangelists,
to all ministers of the gospel, if we
want our Sunday schools, and our
prayer meetings, and our chutohes to
gather the people we most freshen up.
The simple fact ia the people age tired
of the humdrum of religionist" Reli-
gious humdrum is the worst of ail hum-
drum. You say over and ovet again,
"Come to Jeans," until thed phrase
mauls absolutely nothing. Whyi do you
not tell them a story which will make
them come to Jesus in five nkinutes?
You say that all Sunday school teachers
and all evangelists and all ministers
must bring their illustrations frdm the
Bible. Christ did not when he ,preach•
ed. The most of the Bible waa 'written
before Chriet's time, but whereidid he
get his illustrations? He drew them
from the Utica, from the revere+, from
mit, from a candle, from a buahel, from
long faoed hypocrites, from gnata. from
moths, from large gates and small gates,
from a camel, from the needle's eye,
from yeast in the dough of breed, from
a mustard seed, from a flahing net, from
debtors and creditors. That is ehe rea-
son multitudes followed Christ.' His il-
lustrations were so early and so under-
standable. Therefore, my brother Chile-
teen worker, if you and I find tWo illus-
trations for a religious subject, and the
one is a Bible illustretioo and tie other
is outside the Bible, I will take the lat-
ter because I want to be like iny maa-
ter. Looking across to a Iii14 Christ
saw the city of Jerusalem.
Talking to the people about the con-
spicuity of Christien example, lie said:
"The world is looking at you. Be care-
ful A city that is set on a hill cannot
be hid." While he was speaking of the
divine oare of God's children& blrd flew
past. He said, "Behold the rtivens."
Then looking down into the valley, all
covered at that seaeon with flowers, he
said, "Consider the lilies." Oh, my
brother Christian workers, whit is the
use of our going away off in tame ob-
scure part of history or on tile other
side of the earth to get an illuttration
when the earth and the heavens are full
of illustrations? Why should ;we go
away off to get an illtuttrationi of the
vicarious suffering of Jesusl Christ
when as near us as Bloonifieldt N. J.,
two little children were walking on the
rail track, and a train WW1 comitig, but
they were on a'bridge of trestlework,
and the little girl took her brother and
let him down through the trestlework
as gently as atm could toward the wa-
ter, very otrefnlly and lovingly and
cautiouely, so that he might not he hurt
iu the fall aud might be picked up by
those whe were etancitug weir let :4, While
duing that the train etruck lel, awl
hardly enough of hor lowly wow! loft t4)
spethor Inte funeral Nolo* Waist wig,'
that, various sufforlisg. Ltke t:hrist
Pang for tdbers. Woe for otheng hut
tering for others. Loath for others,
Nile I Prassr.
What is Ole WM otlf goiti$ 'Soar off
So Awl an Illustrution hi past age when
during the grout forted firm In Michigan
a mall carrier on hemlock, riding on,
ptinmed by those) flames whigh had
swept over 100 milea SSW kit old MOO
by the roadside, dietnountod, helped the
old wan on the borne, saying,: 'Now
whip up and get away?" The old man
got away, but the mail carrier peritehed.
Just like Christ dismounting frien the
glories of heaven to put us on the wuy
of deliverarice, then fulling bank into
the flames of ',aerator, for others.l Pang
for others. Woe, for others. Dotal for
others. V icarious au ff ri u g. :
Again, I nanark that sanctuaiy help
ought to conic through tint praiser' of
all the people. The door of the, tternal
storehouse la hung on one hinge, :a gold
hinge, the bingo ti prayer, and when
the whole radiance lay hold eit that
••••• t•t••••••••••••••••mm,
• 1441reore' ;Oleic no:".,
•
• •
wnat will your prayer no for them?
How will it help the tomb ih that limn 'S
heart lb-re are people who have not
Is en in etiureh befere for ti yeale.
What will your prayer de fer them by
ItVtY illr lir soul lioly Memories?
H, re are people iu criseeirf awful temp
Cation. They are on ti o Verge of dcepair
or wild blunderine • theft or suicide.
What will yetir fie them in
the way of giving them carength to re-
eiet? Will you be chietty anxious about
the fit of the glove that you put to
rour fcrehead while you preyed? Will
you be chiefly critical of the rhetoric of
the paator's petition? No, no. A thou-
sand people will feel, "That prayer is
for me," and at every step of the arayer
chains ought to drop off. and temples, of
sin ought to crash into dust. and jubilees
of deliverance ought to brandish their
trumpets. In most of our churches we
have three prayers-the opening pray-
er, what is called the "long prayer"
and the clueing prayer. There are many
people who spend their first prayer in
arranging their apparel altar maritime
aud spend the second prayer, the "hog
prayer," in is ishing it were thrice!'
and spend the List prayer in pretotring
to start for home. The must insiguirl-
cant pert of every religious service is
the sermon. The more important parts
are the Scripture leesou and the prayer.
The Hermon is only a man talkiug to a
man. The Scripture lemuu is God talk-
ing to man. Prayer is num talking to
God. Oh, if we understood the grandeur
and the pathos of this exercise of pray-
er, instead of tieing a dull exercise, we
would imagine that the room was full
of divine and angelic appearances.
Church Moat Progress.
But, my friends, the old style of
church will not flu the work. We might
as well now try to take all the iffiest:ti-
gers from Washington to New York by
stagecoach, or all the passengers from
Albany to Buffalo by canalboat, or do
all the battling of the world with bow
and arrew, as with the old style of
church to meet the exigenciee of this
day. Unless the church in our day will
adapt itself to the time it will totemic)
extinct. The people readiug newspapers
and books all the woek, in alert, pictur-
esque and resuundieg style, will have
no patience with Sabbath humdrum.
We have no objection to bands stud ear-
plice aud all the paiapberualia of cler-
ical life, but theee things mato/ nu im-
pression-make no more imoression on
the great masses of the people than the
ordipary business suit that you wear on
Pennsylvenia avenue or Wall street A
tailor caunot make a minister. Some of
the poorest preachers wear the beat
plothea and mane a backwoodsman hat.
0-1141113H/IL-k.a LTULII nlf.3 ascauterags,
in his linen duster preached a sermon
that snook earth end heaven with ite
Christian eloquence). Ne new gospel,
only tho old gospel in a way suited to
the time. No new church, but a church
to be the asylum, the inspirutiou, the
practical sympathy awl the eternal help
ef the people.
But while half of the doors of the
cliun:h are to be m t open toward this
world the other half of the doors of the
church must be rat opeu toward the
next. You aud I tarry hero only a brief
space. We want somebody to teach no
thiomwe teoe tfut et otheu t ofristbhi,sttlei fyo tstohmeeri fgehi
out of life, sonie goaestionblieg put is
life, some go groeutirig ma of life, ions.
go cursing out of life. We want to g.
singing, rising, rejoicing, triumphing
We v.-aut half the doors of the chute'
set in that direwtiati. weitt half tie
prayers that way, half tbe sermons tha
way. We yvant to know how to ge
aahore from the tumult of this wort.
into the land of everlasting peaaa. W.
do not want to stand doulaing mid shiv
ering when we go away frorn tin.
world. We want our anticipatious
aroused tO thejlareifieheloost pistch.
We want to have tbe exhilaration ot
dying child in England, the father
telling me the story. When he Raid a
her, "Is the path narrow?" she answer
ed: "The path is nu:row. It Di SO oar
row that I cannot wink arm in arm with
Christ, so' Jams gine ahead, and le
says, 'Mary, " Through th
church gates set heevenward how mare.
of yoar friends aud mine have gone?
"el.& hot time thi y were out of the house
t. • ...arch. The earthly pil
griousee ceood at the pillar of public
worship, end then they marched out to
a bigger and brighten Some
of them were so old they exnael cot walk
without a cane or two crutches. Now
they have eternal juvenescence. Or
they were go young they could not walk
except as the watereal hand guided
them. Now they bound with the hilari-
tient celestial. The last time we saw
them they were wastod with malarial
or pahnouiu disorder, but now they
have no fatigue and no difficulty of res-
piration in the pure air of heaven. How
I wonder when you and I will ernes
over! Some of you have had about
enough of the thumping and flailing of
this life. A draft frum the fountains of
heaven WoIllel do you good. Complete
release you could stand very well. If
you got on the other side and had per-
mission eo come back, you would not
come. Though you were invited to
come back and join your friends on
earth. you would easy: "No, let tue tar-
ry here until they come. I shall not risk
going back. If a man netches heaven, lie
had better stay here."
Oh, I join hands with you in that
upliftad splendor!
When the shore is won at last,
Who will onunt the billows paint
In Freyburg, Switzerland, there is
the trunk of a tree 400 years old. That
if0D was planted to commemorate' an
event. About ten main from the city
the Swim conquered the Ilurgpndians,
and a young man wanted to take the
tidings to the city. He took a tree
branch aud ran with such speed the ten
miles that when he reached the city
waving the tree branch he had only
strength to cry, "Victory!" and drop-
ped dead. The tree branch that he car-
ried was planted, and it grew to be a
great tree 20 feet in circumfereuce, and
the remains; of it are there to this day
My hearer, when you have fought your
last battle with gin and death aud
and they have been routed in the cow
filet, it will be joy worthy of celebra-
tion. You will Ny to the city and cry,
"Victory!" and drop at the feet of the
great King. Then the palm branch of
the earthly race will be planted to be-
cone) the outbr.ue hing tree of eiterlast-
tug rejoicing.
When Khali the.e. eyes thy heaven built walls
I) po.lrly gettes beht.1(1,
ulit'41411eaolirdairtrit:natrong
Southern I:C.)11day
J. H. Shadden, of Atlanta, ts pushing
a movement to make Jeff Davis' birth
'lay a legal holidny in the Soath.
- 
- -
DON' t fiLP to See Weobs Buggies and
get his Prices.
•••
Good Prospect..
The farmets of this section have made
good use of the present dry weather in
saving hay. The crop is raid to be very
fine. Corn is in good condition, and
some is being harvested. With ail, the
prospects were never more favorable for
a good crop than at present. -Pembroke
Review.
Don't hold the book nearer than is
necessary for clear, sharp vision.
••••
Webb the man you want to see when
you want Buggies.
est.-
succEss-woit. tot KNOWING.
40 years onecess in the South, proves
Hughes' Tonic a great remedy for Chills
and all Malarial fevers. Better thee
Quinine Guaranteed, try it At drug-
gists. tO • and $1 00 bottles.
FOR SALR.
A nice farm containing 175 acres of
land lying 6 milesNorth of Hopkinoville.
Price moderate; terms la cash, balance
in one and 2 years; same place on which
C. E. West now lives.
HUNTIER WOOD & SON.
Nov. 20, 1897.
LOOK: A STITCH IN TIMU
Saves nine. Hugh's Tonic new improv•
ed, taste pleasant, taken in early Spring
and Fall prevents Ghillie Dengue end
Malarial Fevers. Acts on the liver,
tones up the system. Better than Quin-
ine. Guaranteed, try it. At druggists.
50c and $1.00 bottles.
•••
Serd flawers to your invalid in the
morning if you wall them appreciated.
••••••••--
..th. OBI ir e:s Ft. ofh..
Stars the Ins Kind '101 Hare Always Bough!
Signature
of
ALL WOMEN
ShOuld know that the
"Old Time" Remedy,
Is the hest for Pestle Trembles. (correets all
Irretrularities In Female Ir&cleis should be
taken for Cesar el LH* and before ChM-MIL
Plasters "Old Taw" Respites have stood the
test for twenty years
Made only by Nei, span eel. Medicine Chat
Lint o.t.ra, TeLtietwoce.
R. 0. HARDWICK.
TIME TABLE.
Effected Sunday, April 3rd, 1898.
LIAVIS HOPICINSV ILLS.
No.184, Au. No. kW, No. In, Ac
deny, daily daily.
flop'aville, GAO 0. tn. tee p. 4:30 m
Ai. Princt'n :01I a. m. 3:46 p. m. 636 p. m
Hena'son 7:13 p, m.
" IVAILLS smo p, m.
" LOU 'ILL ik 10:00 p. tn.
' Putlucah 11:00 a. in. 6:40 p m-I
p. 7;11i tn.
" New. Or. S:110 a. tn. 736 p. n,1
ARIIVIS AT HOPKINIVII.LE.
;No. MI, Ao, No. gni IN o. Ao
daily, daily. daily,
Ls.tEvan'ille 8:15 a. rn.
' 9:02 a. m.
" PrIr_cCon S:50 a. sn 1!:46 p. m. 6:110 p. m
Ar.liopeen 6;00 a. m. 1:60 p. m. 7: 10 p. m
E. M. SHERWOOD, AGT.
Hopkinsville, Ky
W! A. Kew:Inn A. G. P. A.,
Lotibrville. Ky.,
CZNTIIAli 11
Of Intereat To
STOCKHOLDERS.
Free Trahsportation to Attend
the Annual Meeting at Chi-
rogo. Some Interest-
ing Facts.
In order that stockholders of the Illi
nois Central Railroad Company may
more readily attend in person the annuel
meetings there has been posted in each
station of the company a notice to the
effect tbat, in emir:Mace with a resolve
of the Board of Directcrs, there may be
issued to each holder of one or more
shares of the capital stock of the Illinois
Central Railroad Company, a ticket en.
sblIng him or her to travel free over the
Company's lines from the station of the
Illinois (Sentra' railroad nearest to his
or her her registered address, to Chica-
go and return, for the purpose of attend-
ing in pereon the next Annual Stock-
holders' Meeting of the Company,which
will be held at its General Office in Chi-
caffo on Wednesday, September 28,1898,
at noon. Details as to the necessary
precedure to obtain such ticket, the date
of its issue and its limit are fully set
forth on the posted notices referred to
In this connection it will be intereeting
to note that since, in la412, the capital
stock of the Company became full paid,
a cash dividend,ranging from 4 per cent
to 10 per cent. per annum hae been paid
semi-annnally to every holder of stock,
and that it is now twenty years since the
Company, in any year, paid less than 5
per cent., the present rate of distribu-
tion.
Kitchen & Waller,
Furniture and
 
Undertaking.
Tbe cold chills of ,
fear run up and down
the back of the bravest
man when he looks
dealing Win-
re! of a death- ile7Ndown the bar-
bands of a ma-n w
chester in the
means shoot."
Rvery hour •nd every •"1
minute men face death
in a more frequent and
equally certain form- . /No
aumption. Out of
death in the guise of yip
that deadliest enemy
of mankind - con-
all the tens of thou-
sands who yearly a.. _
die from consumption -ette."'n .'"
cis per cent. could be
saved. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery is an almost unfailing cure If
taken in the earlier stages of the disease.
It will cure consumption and all allied dis-
eases, as bronchial, throat and nasal affec-
tions It cures by going to first principles.
A men's body starves a 101111 titne before
cemnimption attecks him. The tisaues of
his limp starve (et lack of sufficient utter-
ishinini They totems inert and belt
Med end then ars sittu:kod by the Isorellli
rtf inesuniption The "(Peden Medlin!
ofeetteery fiteififee Ike long loot itypidlts
sttetsgikene flis work Manias it col sof.
tests the Impaired ellgenion, peenetee
the Now of digeetive Juices still feellitelee
the sieleillailtm of the life giving s.lensents
of the food Into the bleed When the
bleed Is pure and ticheold Inert Wilms ate
tore deem carried off anti excreted, and
new, healthy, muscular tissues replace*
them. It allays Inflammation of the mu.
eous membranes, eoothes the cough. la•
eilitaten expectoratical, sod deepens the
breathing, aupplying the system with a
Much needed stock of ozygen. It drives
out all impurities and disease germs.
Medicine dealers sell It.
was Arst taken nearly two yesrs ago with
choking and aching In my throat," writes Mrs.
D z Moore, of Deming. Grant Co, N Mexico.
'' I took everything I could think of and spent •
great deal of money. Three doctors treated me.
Isly throat ulcerated and I lost my voice. I
could scarcely talk. The docLire called the
trouble bronchial affection. rind said the larynx
was badly affected. I was almost dead with
consumption. My neighbors thought I would
not live a month I began taking Dr Pierre's
Golden Medical Discovery prom tke first,
commenced to Improve mud now have as good
health as ever 1 uwe say life tu Dr. Pierce."
IlgYS sth lightarmee and repre•
Is ai MIDS. *ay tenpin:mine, WIth
1111111111 11100fonitininetrii 1 40.41:1111icer4nAll.fr
4°1 41°,11 Igreffling 11411illogn,
iirOl•ii• ay Nee York Muir /414,1/1
The Largest Stock at Lowest Pr cos
Give us a call.
The most complete line of UNDER-
TAKING in Western Kentucky, with
two experienced embalmers, Messrs
Bailey Waller and W. N. Ducker.
Prompt attention both day and night
and satiefaction guaranteed.
Telephone 82. Residences 90 and 161.
MAIN ST. HOPKINSVILLE, KY
Professional Gar ds.
Or. gel N. [amphell,
Physician and Surgeon,
Willie Over Planters Bank.
HOPKINKVILLE, KENTUCKY.
DR. W FUQUA.
Physician and Surgeon.
°Moe with Dr Anderson,
over Plangent /tank
111rNO TIlLELNT• for
Phone of ta. tuaai au,1
Kra a•091111a MUSK •otor y041..6041
tisterw ran MOO smote ••• ludin,homy nee leo thh
fa4•4 boattilful actress. Ititweet
ar Risks.
Following telegram received
''The risk of military service in the
existing war with Spain will not effect
Acionneilation Polley of the 'NEW
YORK LIFE,' It will therefore con
lithe to issue policies aboolutely free of
all conditions to Aunt! whether
Members of the National (guard or not."
A pply to
.Wa"or 10. tisrnett &
1.11.4 OfT,' ts, Tales IN
feeetreereeeseeeeneellertMene.
•
s Waal*
CASTORIA
AVegetable Preparalionfor As-
SIMilating theFoodandR Wa-
ling the kalnadtS antil3ow of
INEANIS CHILDREN
4,1estion,Cheerful-
fi, uontains neither
_xum,Morphine nor IfmeraL
NOT NARCOTIC.
Asv/e • Old Dr.W4221Erzura
iierrostia Sea -
.41e.Juvre •
Restsf4 .Lehr -
Awn ..tms •
rtniat
'11*Cioriareal law •
Milne
Aperfect Remedy flu. Orenctipa-
I on , Sour Stott& h.Diarrboea,
Worms,Convulsions.Feverish-
tte9s and Loss OF SUER
Tar S. .- ignature of
NEW YORK.
Alb months old
33 Dos's -35Cf:Nr%
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
c
111.11%, 
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
The
Kind
You Have
Always Bought.
CASTOR!..... cornrow.% erwv.
No Oure-No Pay.
That is the way all; druggists cell
Grove's Tasteless Chili lane. a,.
and malaria. It a simply iron and qui
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat
tug tonice. Price 50c. tea s clekw em
Greenville hm a Knights of Pythias'
lodge.
0. B. Webb for extra fine little light
buggies
Thrcc 1°R$1.25
For a few days we will
send you the
TWICE-A-WEEK
Courier Journal
-And the-
Weekly New Era
ONE YEAR FOR $1.25
Send postal or money or-
der to
NEW ERA CO.,
tiopkinsville. Ky
Sample copies mailed
on application.
Whatsoever a Man Sovitth
That shall he also reap
or t he Millions who daily reit,
this simple
statement, how many can gainsay
its awful import?
How Many can rearion that it is
not so?
Why do you hentate now that it
is within the reach of all who
have reaped the results of folly to
overcome its dire effects and stand
again, physically, as one who hao
never sinned against the laws of
God and Man.
We Have (lathered Together
the most eminent anti practical
physicians of which tans genera
lion can beget.
THE OUTCOME of their study
and research hew been the evolu-
tion of what we term
Our New System Treatment
By means of which we are able to
cure quickly and permanently any
and ail forms of Syphilis, Uleet,
Stricture, Varieocele, Hydrocele,
Orchies, in fact, any blood, priv-
ate or special disease of see and at
any stage. We have the only
method extant by which the seat
of disease is reached directly by
means of absorption.
Our Vigoral Absorbent Pad
is the only appliauce known to
the profeesion, which can accom-
plish this without inconvenience
to the sufferer.
Our methods are our own.
Our treatment is our guarded a
cret.
Oar appliancee are our own
ventions.
Our laboratory is the most cols
plete in the country.
CORRESPONDENCE STRII"TLy
CONIADEI I' I As,.
Nothing C. O. D. unlees so ordered
We refer you to ally Cleveland
We gBnaanrkiMtee every thing we do.
Wnte to at once stating your
trouble as it appears to you, ad-
dressing your communications
to
E. F RFEMAN,
310 The Beekman.
LEVELAND,
Private Address of
THE BEEMAN MEDICAL CO.
1
FOR NOTHING!
A Yale Camera and Photographic
Outfit, complete with all the materials
anti instrnetions for making perfoot
photographs, sizes 2x1 inches." Each
outfit contains a boois of instructions,
one Yale Camera, size 2x2 inches, half
dozen Yale dry plates, two trays, one
package developer, one package hypo,
one printing back, one dozen sheets sen-
sitive paper, one package ruby paper"
All this is yours if you will get one
new year.y subscription and collect $1
in advance for the same, or if you will
secure two new six months' subscrip-
tion, to the Wettgay New ERA collect-
ing ao cents for each six month's sub-
criptiou, making $1.00 for tee two sub-
scribers.
This is an unusual offer and we ask
all of the boys and girls of the (-entity
to call and see the outfit or bring in
their new subscribers and receive one.
We ask all those who live in the county
and scljoininif counties to immediately
get on. new yearly oulteorilier to the
WeltKLY Nov Y.144 OF IWO single MIS
MUlarefilMF11 l4/ this Weekay
Nxw KRA front 0011111 Of thy 11' 11111$1111$1141,
and upon reeelpt of this
manes and money the Yale Oatuent will
be given you or if you live too far to
call, send els tante in stamps and we
wil it to you.
WEEKLY NEW ERA,
West 7th St. Hopkineville, Ky
coxio.ni-v
' )\-37):1'
'aver
Ca&
ea&
V•lo r it r BALM le spoeitiv. elle..
t
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A TEXAS WONDER.
Hall's Great Diecovery.
One s.na'l bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cureenall kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
eemival emission, weak and lame back,
rhenmatiam and oll irregularitiee of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by your druggist,
will be sent by mail on receipt of $1.
One email bottle . two month's treat-
ment, and will care any case ahove
mentioned. E. W. awe
Sole manufacturer, P. 0. Box 218,
recomnu'd "
'Rev. L. B. POtolfm.
Waco, Texas. Sold oy T. D. Arm-
Weed, Hopkinsvilte, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 8, 1897.-1 cer-
tify that I have been =red of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Disoovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully
All ordere promptly filled. Send
eodTexts' testiruonials.
Sufferers from neuralgia are warned
by if inetisoul writer not to drink tea.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hare Always Bought
Bears the
Bignatnre of
Don't make a practice of reading type
too small.
Thousands suffer from eatarrh or cold
in head mad have never tried the popu-
lar remedy. There is DO longer any ex-
cuse, as a ten cent trial size of Ely's
()ream Balm can be had of your drug-
gist or we mail it for ten cents. Full
size 50 cents.
ELY BROS., 543 Warren street,
New york Oity.
A friend advised me to try Elyni
Cream Balm and after using it six
weeks I believe myself cured of caterre,
It is a most valuable remedy.-Joseph
Stewart, 644 Grand Apenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Don't think because you have good
eyes they will stand abuse.
Rheumatism is cured by P. P. P.
Pains and aches in the back, shoulders,
knees, anklets and wrists are all attack-
ed and conquered by P. p. P. This
great medicine, by ito blood cleansing
properties, builds up and strengthens
the whole body.
Nothing is so efficacious as P. P. P. at
thit season, and for toning up, invigor-
ating, and as a strengthener and appe-
tizer take P. P. P. It throws off the
malaria and puts yen in good condition.
Abbott's East Indian Corn Pain cures
all connis, warts and bunions.
Try being perfectly independent and
shun debt in all ite forms.
a
Be fore You Ride Your Wheel
Be sure to shake into your shoes Allen's
Foot-Ease, a powder for the feet. It
keeps your feet cool and comfortable
prevente sweating feet, and makee your
endurance ten•fold greater. Over 100,-
000 wheel people are tieing Allen's Foot-
Ease. They all praise it. Ladies, insist
on having it. It gives rest and comfort
to smarting, hot, trwolen, aching, ner.
*sous feet. At all druggists and shoe
stores, 145c. Sample FREE by mail. Ad-
dress Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
A Good Small Farm for sale.
We will sell on reasonable terms to
suit purchager and at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
attells (formerly Fleming) containing
15e acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it coutaining three rooms
atelkitchen and other out houses; l(N)
acres cleared and in cultivation and 56
acres well timbered. This land lies le
miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., oue
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
school house on edge of place and con-
venient to churches and mills. d&wtf
HUNTER WOOD dr Soto
July 16, 1897 Attorneys.
THE DREADED
CONSUMPTION,
'I'. A. Slocum, M. C., the oreat Chenilat and
ticientlat, will Mend Free, to the AM le-
tad, Three Bottler of lila Newly
Discovered Remedies La
Uotittimption and All
idiug Troubles,
Nothing could be fairer, more philan•
thropia or carry more joy to the Onc-
e il, than the offer of T. A. Sloontn, hi.
O., of 1043 Pearl strict, New York City.
Confident that lin bre tHicoovered an
omelet., f up, for 141111111Dildiyil allii all
pulmonary complainge. anti to wake its
great merits flown, lie will send, free,
three bottles of 1110iIIIIIBP, to any reader
of the Nita ERA who Is ouffering fmni
Moat, brntielital, throat and lung tron
bleu or oonsuniption
Already thternew acieutifle mune of
medieine" has permanently cured thou
sands of apperentnehopelese came
The Doctor considers, is his religions
duty-a duty which he owes human•
ay-to donate his Infallible cure.
Offered freely, is enough to commend
it, aud more so is the perfect oonfidence
of the great chemist making the propo-
sition.
He has proved the dreeded coneump.
Mon to be a curable disease beyond any
doubt,
There will be no mistake in sending
-the tulstake will be in overlooking the
generous invitation. He has on file
his American and European Montane.'
01441am:eels of experinee from those
cured, in all parts of the world.
Don't delay until it is too lilt, Ad.
T. A. Morton, N a, 901 Pine St ,
ew York, son o %Milne the Doo•
for, please Oro exproas snot posS•offfoe
*Admit at :::«osion rend . wiled'
le eh Now SAC uad•Ilpw•ly
.411.111111.
Teachers Elected
The Public Rhool Petard met Friday
night 111 regular FOSS1011. Mr. L ving-
ingstorie McCartney was nnatdmouely
re-eleettel Superintendent, his salary be-
ing flxed at $1,00 a year. There were
taenty-six applisittits for positions as
teachers The following nineteen were
elected: Mesdames E. W. McKenzie,
Rosa M. Braniliam, Beitha Gant, Mary
P. Ware; Misses Lelia Mills, Julia Ar-
nold, Harriet Dietrich, Albertine Wal-
lis, Lula Graves, Lida Donaldson, Edna
Smythe, Mary Walker, Ruth Penn,
Aden& Clifton, Dottie McDaniel, Susie
Rutherford, Dora beichardt, Daisy Rice
and Mable Dryer.
The last three,Miesea Rice, Dryer and
leachardt, are new teachers. The others
were re-elected. The committee appoin-
ted to temfer with a eommittee from the
City Council on financial inattere an-
nounced that it would not he ready to
report until the next regular monthly
meeting.
Find Webb and see his fine lot Brack-
et Buggies.
The Extr• Session.
As stated in the lamt issue of the New
ERA, an extra session of the Fiscal Court
was held Thursday. The meeting be
gan about eleven o'clock and did not
adjsurn until about fear No action
was taken in ahe matter of building a
turnpike to the Davis mai mines, as
th 3 court was aivisei CI it no legal ap
propriatioa could be made without an
election was held by the voters. J. H.
Dinneen and J. M. Oahu were allowed
$125 each for work done as county
supervisors of roads front January 10
to April 15, thie year. A motion to de-
duct this amount from the salaries of
the present supervisors, elected January
4, was defeated. Ooneiderable businees
of minor importance was transacted.
Webb wi ter Buggyfor
yee....,e het
the money than any one.
Notice.
On June 7th, 1898, I will move the
County Court of Christian county to
diecharge me as assignee of J. M. Bol-
lard and be released from all liabilitiee
therefrom, having made a final settle-
ment of said assigned estate.
J. D. Reisexte„
Ass'nee.of J. hi. Bullard.
April 28th, 1898. 'At
Valuable Stock Farm for Sale.
I have a Fine Stock Farm 10 miles
West of Elopkinsville near the Cerulean
Springs road that I want to sell at a
sacrifice and on eally terms For further
particulars apply to Polk Gensler, Hop-
kinsvide, or to me at Gordonville,Logan
county, Ky. B. W. BOALES.
Notice.
All persons holding claims against the
estate of Aaron Knight, dec'd , will file
them with me properly proven and veri-
fied on or before the 11th day of June,
I tein FRANK Rtves,
w4tdlt. Master Com 0.0.0.
••••
For Sale.
The Biddle farm locatod on the R
sellville pike about two and a half wiles
East of Hopkinsville, Ky., containing
about 100 acres, well watered, about 30
acres in timber. Improvements, a
dwelling of two rooms, soleodid frame
barn, well suited far a stock farm, mar-
ket garden or dairy. Will sell at a bar.
gain and cm easy terms and time.
di t&wfamos. E G. Oallis, Agent.
WANTED SALESMEN. -Both local and
travelling to sell our lubricating oils
and greaaes, either m a special or side
line. Salary or COIntilissiOn. Special
inducements to hustlers.
THE EMPIRE OIL CO.,
w 5t Cleveland, 0.
Notice,
All persons holding cla'ms against the
estate of Henry Gee, deoeased, will file
them with me properly verified on or
before the tith day of June, 189e.
FRANK RIVES,
Master Commissioner of the ()hristian
Oircuit Court. w8t
ARE YOU'
BANKRUPT health
constitution undermined by ex
travagance in eating, by disre
ording the laws of nature, oi
physical capital all gone, if so
NEVER DESPAIR
Tutt's Live,. Nvill cure you
For sick headache, dyspepsia
,;our stomach, malaria, torpid
iiver, constipation, biliousney-
and all kindred diseases.
Tuft's Liver Pills
In absolute cure.
OPIUM, CHLORAL AND COCAINE HABITS
A radical, positive end permanent curs
mead in 5 days. Absoluuly harmless.
off" process - No substoet-
teon re pArfacaloro addrotwoat.rtctwoh coaldotec•
R. A. OrNN, M.D., •
41 East 1.- street, f•tew York Cny.
Announcement.
--
FOR CONGRESS.
We are authorized to announce
H. D. ALLEN.
of Union county, as a candidate for
Congress from the Second Oongreseion-
art dn1s,trli.acticsupartbjecyt to the action of the
(.4SYPHYLT
,AIE Sum Taroas, Pimples, CopperWV Colored Spats, Laws, Old Sore*
ta Mouth, liair-Yallingt Write eooEMERY CO., OH Maseele
'Mese°, Ill, Ifor proofs of coma Cap.
I. $541411.001). Worst eases eared in 1
84 days. 14110-eisere book Rea. o
L. BRADLEY
Veterinary Surgeon.
Grodunte of Veterinary College. Toronto,
Canada. Treats all Meets/tea of the il .stl-
cated animals. A II calls promptly attended
to. Telephone No.an, h at.. near, L. di N.
depot. liopkinaville. Ky.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-A t-Law .
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" 61 Mail  c 5:18 p. m.
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us. Liberal a
instructed. I
•-2••••••••• 1.4...10,;:
ea- lit r
is never pleasant work. The way to have cleaniee
well done, and to get through it quickly with a.
spending much esength, is to use
„,  GOLD It vPiasDuS owder.
Then the cleaning things are talt21 aside early in the day, arai
the housewife has time for more pleasant things.
largest package-greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIMBANCS. COMPANY.
Chislek Lear& New York. Swoon ItAderpb la
THIEF IN THE NIGHT.
How Catarrh Robs Its Victims of Health and Life.
Catarrh is th most insidious ofdiseases. If ne ected, it invariablyteaches the br achial tubes andlungs, render( them weak sad
susceptible to e nmption.
P. p. p.
(Lippman's Kereat Remedy)
the only logrical treatment forthis loathsome fasease. C•tarrh is
now rst•cognise as an affeeticrn of
the blood, and n t a mere local trou-
ble. 'I he best bl od purifier is there-
fore tLe beat r medy, and the bestblood partneri* cknowledged to be
P. P. P. Under treatment with P.
P. P. the etches discharges, withhawking and • tt g and offensive
nodeonrt, anqudickraldicy
recovery lama re-
ppear and perms-
ta.rs. Tractsi BROYHILL eaves.
oe7ths u nearly four %MUNI
of Y. P. Lipmn n'sGrest Remedy. I
was • ffiict ed frorn he crown of my head to the soles of tny feet. Tour P. P. P bas curvet my di*culty of breathin smothering, palpitation of the heart, and has relieved me of all Ted,nostril was close or ten years. hut now I can breathe through it readily.I have not ale on either hide for two years ; in fart, I dreaded to see night come N ••• 7 .5.-epsoundly in •ny pc lion all night. I am so years old, but expect aeon ta be able to b •plow handles I f el glad that I was lucky enough to get P. P. P., and I heart'l, • tomy friends and th public generally. Yours respectfully,
natement made b him relative to the virtue of P. P. P medicine is true. AA Wit6 1,21ASX' Vv.
TH STATE o TIMAIS-County of Contanche.--Before the undersigned it:. • •personally appea A. M. Ramsey, who. after being duly sworn. says on oat . • •••,, beeg,lag
Sworn to •nd ubscribed before me this Angus sth. 7
. M. LAMBERT, N. P., Comanche County, Texas.
pprn an's Great Remedy) is superior to all sarsaparillas and tamp, p, entlfic and successful remedy for old sores, pimples, blotches aliradi eases of the akin and blood.
( ppman • Great Remedy) is well known to phyeicians, wars eriseartbep. p. la gely in their regular practice, the formula being premed Oa NOM
• cairton. Sold by all'Druggieta.
Lippman Brothers, jrppeirsandeterf•Kk, Savannah, Ga.
TOBACCO WAREI101
NAT liAl HIM JANOS Wle-i
paither & West,
--Tobacco--
Co mission Merchar ts:
flopk We, - - Kelitkt cky.
Liberal Adnances lade on Tobacco. I. our Months' StorageVree
W. G. WITE/41.FR W II Felow.
Wheeler Mills & Co.,
Tobacco ill'arehousemen, Commission Merchants and
Grain Dealers.
FIRE PRIDOF WAREHOUSE, Oor. Rmaellville and Railroad Streets.
Hopkinsville, ▪ Ky.
Liberal Advante on Consignmenta. All Tobacco Sent us Covered by Istraraave
T. C. Eleenvi
eople's Warehouse,
Hanbery & Shryer, Prop'rs.
Railroad Stree4
and
M F SMITS*.
. Between Tenth
eventh. HOPKINSVILLE, ICENTTJCKY.
attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned tow
ancee on tobacco in store. AU tobacco insured unless otherwiaes.
SHIP YOUR TOBACCO TO
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
Ma:n
PROPRIETORS
Strut Tohcco Wareham
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
JORN B. CAST MAN.
1
oy a
ARTHUR G. LANOHA1L 1;trtgrKlit RIDGE CASTLIGIAN
4llsullance Co.
OF LIVERPOOL.
The Largest Fire Insurance Company in the World.
Does the largest business in the State of Kentucky.
Does the largest business in the Southern States.
BARBEE CASTLEMAN,
Managers Soupier:It Department. General Offices, Louisville, Ky
RESIDENT AGENTS:
W.F.Garnett&o., Hopkinsville,Ky.
IVI
GRANITE AND ITALIAN
NUMENTS
MARKERS, HEADSTONES,
And all kinds o CEMETERY WORK. Latest es• e • arse
..ntisfactIOn enairanteed in es-cry particular. fifIr
Robt. H. Brown,
N.. 71.
SeN enth &Virginia Sts., tiopkinsville, Ky.
HAVE NO AGENTS
v meal
Az,,k•
Sarno Itarmss. Paws, PARA
to howl we ran For PS
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6.4 hays sela times to gas wm-
mama for 25 years st seal.
solo prtows. sanai U..*
denier a prwIto Stup nay.
where for oza.ounnUoa.
I•ervtAtag 1mi-rutted
oty los f
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11.111JULS• atm. me. w. PIL4TT, ewe, SAJLIISAT. Las.
. THE ROMANOFF
LAND MINING
CJ CO IVII:36 A.= "Sr.
DifiECTORS: 1.A14r,cl'am.MWs., rt4T ..hti.hgt()Sahwal'iw, T, 7J*. B.7:.VA11r7r:,ens., 117 If"Wilk1:47;141'
iii••••aiw.
on the Yukon It ver, and on the river front of tract on wl - the town-site of
This Oompaty owns 5,640 acres of land in the head of d,. water naviratIon
Romanoff Oity it located. .A saw niill of 10.000 feet per dav epacity is now be-
ing gotten readyi to ship from Seattle, and the Company's ti.f , niaa-mr, ah ea ,
Mr Ward and ?dr. Wicks, will leave for Aliteeka on May Vets their passage seri
arrangements' fcir forwarding freight and all supplies and machinery have al
read3:hrpiriesiwentit Ion. k of stork at DI rents per share will eoon be exhausted ane in
y
the latter part o the prmeet menth another offering tint to exceed
Bo,000 Shares wi placed on subscription at 20 04.
LIKANUM OFY1 - )1endarson, Ky., so d Eettnsville, Inc
L. A. V.‘ettlINUTON, Pres. T Vos Yee/
Waites Garnfir. gpnt. Hnnkincvillpe ky
Im es** • •• • • • - •• •L•NaNNera`• t tensgarthallitt*likt° •..eeessal^
